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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Hutchinson, Stanton Appeal
Case to Chancellor Gallagher
Economic professors Bud R. her. state college chancellor. for a
Ilutchin.son and William F. Stan- public hparitig!
ton, who were "fired" last spring.
Thew case was first appealed
are appealing to Buell G. Gating- to the faculty Advisory Commit-

tee on Academic Freedom which
I disqualified it because of "breach es of responsible professional conSAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25 1961
No. 21
VOL. 49
duct" by Hutchinson and Stanton.
But the conunittee, in a confi30 Per Cent Increase
dential decision given last week,
C.
did admit that "certain infringeommi
ments of academic freedom may
very well have occurred." as the
1 TO:
Profesi,.! Bud. it. Hutch.,
two controversial professors hase
Professor William F. Stanton
charged.
President Johh T. Wahlquist, San Jose State College
The committee said that the
Professor Alden Smith, Chairman, Faculty Council
RE:
Appeal of Professors Bud R. Hutchinson and William two men’s union activities in the
SJS Federation of Teachers local
F. Stanton
or their political affairs were not
Dr. Ralph Parkman. cuotessor FROM:
Advisory Committee on Academic Freedom
.,f chemical and metallurgical en- DATE:
regarded as breaches of responOctober 18, 1961
gineering, repeats his review of
The Advisory Committee on Academic Frteclom as of this date sible professional conduct.
Both men contend that the de-The SJS foreign language de- the part of the various depart- current international situation is Herman Kahn’s "On Thermonu- has completed its hearing in the appeal of Professors Bud It. Hutchin;ailment is bulging at the seams ments at SJS which establish lan- at the base of the upsurage in the clear War" today at 12:30 p.m. in son and William F. Stanton in which they charge that certain actions layed dismissal and charges of
never before because of a 30 guage requirements as well as the number of students studying a rooms A and B of the college by the administration ol San Jose State College have infringed their unprofessional conduct stem from
their participation in exposing the
cent enrollment increase this number of students enrolling in foreign language. He explained the cafeteria.
rights of academic freedom.
"Gentlemen’s Agreement" among
Dr. Parkman’s talk is being re.omestcr over that of last fall," upper division language courses increase Is not only evident at San
The Committee wishes to make clear at the outset that:
of which are not required..
Jose State but at colleges and peated due to popular demand,
Dr. Wesley Goddard, professor
1. The appeals of Professors Hutchinson and Stanton have been state college presidents in Aug..
The professor mentioned the universities throughout the state. according to Dr. James J. Clark,
’
1960.
iareg in languages, commented
considered together at their request.
Chairman of the Faculty Library
This agreement, which was
last vreek.
2. The scope of the appeal was limited to academic freedom.
committee that sponsors the
The committee maintains the position that any professor seeking later nullified by the state Board
Dr. Goddard continued that alweekly Wednesday book talks.
to invoke the tights, privileges, and protection derived from academic of Education, would have barred
though the college population inA capacity crowd heard Dr. freedom must himself have observed a level of responsible professional students dismissed from southern
creased in enrollment 10 per cent
Parkman’s first presentation Oct. conduct worthy of support by his profession.
colleges for sit-in activities from
this year, the increase in the forcollege.
It. and many persons were unable
Much evidence, both written and oral, has been considered. The attending a state
eign language department is 20
to get into the faculty dining
The St. John Dixon case
committee believes that certain infringements of academic freedom
per cent greater than anticipated.
,om to hear him.
agreement to light.
may very well have occurred in this case. Nevertheless, the committee brought this
With the enrollment of 1625
Dixon, a Negro student, was retwo
languages,
foreign
concludes
that
breaches
of
responsible
professional
conduct
on
the
in
students
to SJS last fall
In conjunction with the civil ordinated effort to fill knee.
part of Professors Hutchinson and Stanton have disqualified them fused admittance
part-time instructors have been
after he had been expelled from
seservice
this
curriculum
from
further
consideration
of
their
appeal
by
this
commission,
committee.
SJS
the
is
spon- vacancies in career fields with ti.
added to
in the South. Dixon en Finally, the committee affirms that neither the union nor the colleges
mester. They are Dr. Wallace soring its second annual Federal government, Vandenberg said.
rolled here last February.
Music
by
"The
Caraanr,."
a
and
Spanish,
in
Careers
politcial
activities
of
day
Professors
today
to acquaint stuHutchinson and Stanton were regarded
By meeting students at their,
Lusk, instructor
Hutchinson and Stanion’s
hand making Its first appear- as breaches of responsible professional conduct.
Mrs. Yolanda Patterson, instruc- dents with openings in govern- colleges and universities, Vanden-1
pected hearing before Chancellor
ance
at
San
Jose"
State,
will
Spanish.
and
ment agencies.
Committee members:
berg explained, government sertor in French
Gallagher was called for under the
Representatives from the fed- vice organizations can operate a highlight tonight’s Co-Res’ proWilliam Rogers, Chairman
"We would have had even a
"interim grievance procedures." It
gram
In
the
Women’s
gym.
Ezekiel Bogosian
,,ater enrollment if we would eral government will assemble in more efficient selection procedure.
says individuals may appeal to the
Resides
dancing
to
the
musk.
Janice Carkin
c been able to offer the staff- booths in the Outer Quad from
Chancellor after a local investigaof
The
Caravans,
students
may
Richard Dieckmann
and classrooms," Dr. Goddard 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. for counseling. No
tion has been held.
Join In regular Co-Rae activities,
Gerald Wheeler
a "Such limitations caused us appointments will be necessary for
PROFS TONFIDEN"r
such
as
olleyball,
ping
pong,
’urn students away; there were interviews; students will be able
The two professors say they are
shuffleboard, badminton, tour
.ting lists for half the classes to stop at booths and ask ques’confident that our public hearing
square, card games and checktions at their leisure.
Ted. he added.
before him ’Gallagher’ will comers. Refreshments will be
Representatives
from
the
govsaid
sych
an inThe professor
pletely exonerate us."
served.
,ase in enrollment in his de- ernment will answer questions
"It is worthwhile to note that
According t o co-chairman
about
overseas
employment,
enament is an indication of in:t will be the first time that we
Mike Manning, "last week’s
gineering,
research
and
physical
ased awareness of the imporhave been able to confront our
record breaking attendance of
nce of studying a foreign lan- science fields in the government,
accusers," added Hutchinson and
723 shows the growing popY1.1 ti.....p,:
nx.til111.4,
.11 .. .....!., ,:e at
Knestenhali111
Dr.
Peter
management
and
social
sciences,
guage.
Entries to the Rally commit- ularity Co-rec has with SJS present existentialism and pheno- ’ 11 :30 a.m. today in Concert hall. , Stanton in a prepared statement
business,
law
enforcement
and
Dr. Goddard stated the inDr. Koestenbaum. associate pro- released yesterday.
tee’s contest for designs of a new students.
menology-two rapidly grow i ng
Hutchinson and Stanton will be
creased awareness in evident on medicine with federal agencies. Spardi head will be accepted until
philosophical trends- and their lessor of philosophy, will discuss
Counseling on careers for women
the two philosophies with clarifi- represented by attorneys John E.
Nov. 3, according to Keith Nicoles,
will be included.
M.
cation of the common misconcep- Thorne, San Jose, and Albert
The program, designed to bring contest chairman.
\ tion of "existentialism as repres- liendich. Berkeley.
The first and only prize, to
h i gh 1 y qualified, career-minded
The professors hope the date
sensed by a few bearded persons:’
persons into contact with rep- $25 gift orders, were donated te.
. Stanford. Harvard and Boston for the hearing will be set in the
resentatives of various govern- Moshees and Roos Atkins, local
’ universities have all awarded the near future.
mental agencies, is expected to be clothing stores.
PRES. WAHLQUIsT
Th
philosophy professor degrees for
attended by 500 students, John
The contest is open to both stuFollowing.
.- tement re.educational studies. He has fre"The Schools.’ a book of "the the weekly book reviews being .leased
Vandenberg. placement officer at dents and faculty members. Entry
by President Wahlquisi
addressed
groups
inter-’
quent12.
An amendment to the ASB con- San Francisco Naval shipyard and blanks may be obtained in A129 ills of present day education," will I presented by the Faculty Library
yes..terday:
ested in philosophy.
.ation and by-laws which would chairman of the event, said.
at 10-12 a.m. and 1-3 p.m. until be reviewed by Dr. William G. !committee.
In view of the fact that an in This morning’s lecture will tea_
aer the required number of necof
"The
author
Mayer,
Martin
of
education
at
I
dean
Sweeney,
Vandenberg said federal career Nov. 3.
h findingsf
comolete
_ ture discussion ..f. existentialism as
-aary signatures for initiative and leadera mentioned the purpose of
written
other
well
has
B
Schools,"
and
12:30
p.m.
today
in
rooms
A
Entries will be Judged on color
the Academic Freedom Advisory
ill legislation will come before the counseling is not to get re- and originality and
"Madison
including
books,
!known
of
the
Spartan
cafeteria.
not the "best
committee regarding the Profes!he Student Council today.
Dr. Sweeney’s talk is part of Avenue, U.S.A."
curits for various organizations art work," according to Nicoles.
sors Hutchinson and Stanton apto
attempt
is
an
book
Mayees
The amendment, if passed, will within the government but to
Contest judges will consist of
peal has appeared in the press.
portray the actual procedures inall 11 initiatiVe legislation or a make it knpvin that the govern- faculty members from the Art.
the president of San Jose State
classrooms. Mayer based his
recall to be voted upon if a peti- ment is the nation’s biggest em- Music and Physical Education deCollege has released the entire
100
than
more
the
on
writing
tion is signed by 10 per cent of ployer.
report.
partments and representatives of
The sophomore class eill
the student body rather than the
Similar interviews have been the administration and the Rally meet today in Slat at 4:30 to schools he visited in the United
-This has been done in the best
Denmark,
France,
Britain.
States,
15 per cent now required.
public interest, realizing that stuscheduled at 14 colleges and uni- committee.
discuss the Joe College-Betty
Norway.
and
Finland
The council will meet at 2:30 versities throughout the state. The
dents, faculty, townspeople and
The new Spardi head will be Co-ed contest, which has been
The author, a former newspaper
Rm. today in the College Union, campus Program conducted by the constructed from the winning decitizens of the state. may now be
planned for ruld-Nosember.
was
Writer
lance
free
reporter,
5. Ninth st.
interested in the details of the
civil service commission is a co- sign by a theatrical firm.
also an associate editor of Esquire.
findings. The college administragraduate.
Harvard
a
1947
He is
tion is not interested in thwarting
Dr. Sweeney received his B.A.
their appeal to the Chancellor. In
ColState
Jose
degree from San
the normal course of events they
lege in 1930, his M.A. from Stanwere promised a hearing’
from
Ph.D.
ford in 1934 and his
1 A complete text of the Adviat
Stanford in 1942. lie has been
sot’s’ Commit tee on Academic
SJS since 1934.
Freedom’s report appears in the
next column.,
’
Editor’s Note: This Is the third
Preparations are being made tractors building their own shel- group living for a month in a
In a Its "-partseries dealing with to test a buzzer system called Na- tars partly as demonstration mod- small shelter is "incomprehensible
DR. PETER KOESTENBAUM
11.11 ilerele4e,
1901.
... New Dimension"
tional Emergency Alarm Repeater iris, As of September. only three and ridiculous."
,,,:..t
a;
a
Electi,.1,
California Governor Edmund G.
(NEAR which is inexpensive and construction permits had been isbest ideological de- ,::.
our
Against "one of
It) LESTER ON
Brown voices equal disapproval: treasurer for Students
sued for shelters.
can be installed in homes.
osb
Communism, a campus group, will lenses against communism." and
Aftin- many years of talking
where
"It
would
cities
be senseless to build big
In other major
These developments are in addicail defense, Americans tion to the $93 million nationwide space is at premium, spot checks shelters if one of those 100-mega- be held at 7:30 p.m. today when the philosophy’s movement in
now seiTn to realize tvhat many
the organization meets in the for- modern Europe.
ton bombs would wipe it out."
in De- reveal a similar situation.
Ito be completed
survey
’also included in the speech a.
Allen hall dormipn.perly depressed,
can cember. 1962, and a low-cost plan
Others say building shelters mal lounge of
Despite the increase in public
he Dr. Koestenbaum’s contention (
iesult: a sober reappraisal for home shelter areas to be is- interest, the renewed civil defense will bring war a closer reality and tory.
Students interested in the or- that existentialism and phenooeluge of requests to civil. sued next month).
campaign has not been without almost a certainty. The feeling is
ganization, which according tr, menolniry will perpetuate and be
aa oifices for information
criticism on grounds of morality, that while such shelters are for
I:
ana .1,1..ice on fallout
member Janet Laird. is dedicated "the future of philosophy."
CALIFORNIA SHELTERS
shelters.
efficiency. economics, and its pay- defensive purposes, Russia may
meaningful a
of
a
explanation
conAn
Communist
opposing
the
to
Calimeans
that.
in
The
survey
August, monthly requests
etiological significance in a world misinterpret the action as a prep- spiracy, are urged to attend the life is scheduled as part of Dr. S
In!!
.;2 -page Department of fornia. all large buildings will be of tension.
aration for war,
leoestenbatim’s pre-noon lecture. s;
meeting.
Delon.. pamphlet. "The Family surveyed and suitable structures
Nonetheless, the upsurge in pubMORAL QUEsTION
Niko’ Shelter." averaged 260.000. will be equipped as fallout shellie interest is substantial enough
clergymen,
the
moral
Among
the
rople In the next four weeks, ters.
question of whether a family has that the statement of Edward A.
However, Allan K. Jonas. dicmiu eninrs were distributed
a right to seek safety for itself McDermott. deputy director of the
and in lin! first
Disaster
half of September, rector of the California
a nuclear attack has re- office of emergency planning,
during
I’ll that
cent
per
office, predicts only 15
rate doubled.
in outspoken views from seems justified.
sulted
ss
be
of the state’s citizens can
"America finds itself today on
IN. ACTs Ti) AID CONGO
FEDERAL ACTION
Then lend an ear to ou, message, e
both sides.
the
threshold
el
what
could
be
Assembly’s
-The
General
BudgMatching interest with action. housed in such shelters.
i
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. t UPI
The shelter advocates say that
If
being in a business that can ;*
To implement this, some nutthe federal eovernment.
ry co
brushed aside Communist protests yesterday and
abendbiumilatgfinroamtionyosuorunodwsn a abilityppe ar z..:,
in the nicipal governments and private a full-scale program can save most e good comprehensible civil d e- etammittee
Past
tense
program." he said,
took steps to save the U.N. Congo operation from financial collapcs, ":.
of the population its case of at!nonths since President
firms are going ahead on their
Jahn E. Kennedy’s
The committee voted 55-9 with 13 abstentions for authorization of Z’ mg, you should look into the ’;
NT VT! (It VT s.114
special mes- own with civil defense prepara- tack.
-;!
, congress can report on
expenditures of $10 million a month in the Congo during November sz possibilities of life insurance a
City dwellers. however. are asktions.
:-:, 1,l- ::.
’’’’he resolution. ss sales and sales management. :
and December. Only the ni,:i,,,
a backyai-a
ing
how
they
can
dig
ss The opportunities are limitless
In Livermore. a plan to provide
I MN,
%Nit Et. x
NEW VIOL) Nt I
to an apartmen
next
shelter
’‘‘’arlY &Ion million has been
and you can get started now.
town’s 17,000 pile
lupll --New violence cosi :int ig,nefeinelll actn it flared through- \ while you’re still in college
I,y congress for this year’s shelters for the
illation was ordered in September.
cnit areas of Latin America yeaterclay. Bolisia. Pent Ecuador and
Mayor
Map:,
Milwaukee
Henry
program, nearly five
i:: Otieucf..bowoikIllet.v"Caoreuera0gpopoodrtupoc. ii
At Hamilton Air Force base, the
The most se
urious
out!minis as last year.
asks the following questions:
The Spartan Daily set an all- ’ the Dominican Republic were scenes ofnrest.
give
Commander ordered issue of 2000
forget about those who time high today when its circula- breaks were in Bolivia a-here police and carabineers killed at least ... ture of what
we
"Do
oansibility for civil dclift insurance :..
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more in street clashes Monday night.
What about pensioners or those copies daily.
0
prepare their basements as fall- struggling to pay a mortgage?
0
bepartment of Defense.
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is
According to Mike Fujikake,
a;
shelters.
..
Plans are under way to take out
survival to depend on a person’s advertising manager, the addition ,I
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I
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Russia’s
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explosion
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and
all
other
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-nett rnit of government
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In San Francisco, however. a tion?"
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storage
et’illon, for distribution
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at 510 p.m. each evening except, B. N. Chakravarty of India, which is pushing a moratorium appeal
Info isoaesee Company
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among reeent lecture on how to build
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Book Review
Repetition

t tee Vetoes

’Foreign Language Department
Slated Today
Bulging at Seams’ Prof Says

ppea

Government Speakers
To Attend Careers Day

Co-Rec Tonight

Spardi Head
Contest Open
Until Nov. 3

Amendment
To Constitution
Before Council

Dr. Koestenbaum Philosopher,
To Lecture on Trends Today

Dr. Sweeney, To Review
e Schools by Mayer

Sophomores Meet ,ide

Civ;! nefPnse and

The Response: Just in Time?

Anti-Communists
To Elect Officers

0:

world wire
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Wesinesday Oct,her

Thrust and Parry

Editorial

Toward Better Elections
eiee
emeet lu the
board is under way to remove the poosibility of future malpractices and irregularities
led past campus elections and campaigns.
which Luse shr
for ASH officers I May 11Last spring semester’s elec
12, 1961 was climaxed by charges and countercharges by both
major parties of -ballot box stuffing- and "pewter raiding. In an effort to correct the weakness in the ASH constitution which makes it possible- leer questionable election practices to occur. the election board is resisiene and rewriting the.
sect"
of the constitution and by-laws which pertain to campus
elections.
According to Skip Morello, chairman of tier el. lee etc hoard,
a new set of regulati tttt governing campus elestion. should be
ready for ronsideration lq the Student Council Its Deeember or

Janum-1%.

Th..

hoard has requested copies of election procedures
from HI other colleges and tttt is ersities. including Michigan
state. Lniersit
of Hichigan. Ohio state. I. CIA and USC. Morello said.
When copies of regulations from other schools are teeei%ed.
the board will attempt to incorporate the best fr
each of
them into one set of regulations for SJS, Morello stated.
The hoard also is trying to reach an agreement with theSan Jose City council to regulate off-campus campaign posters.
the chairman said.
An attempt also is being made 10 include all campies-wiele
elections under the jurilediction of the election board. Nlorello
said.
Such a move would eliminate the recurrence. of Jia% ing two
elections on the same day as were the freshman elections and
homecoming queen election.
The election bard expects to have the new regulat
in
effect by February. before the next scheduled election.
Although the. Spartan Dails was in error in regard to certain facets of Nlonday’s editorial, notably that the- polls near
the bookstore i.ere leer homecoming elections and not for freshman class offerers. the point still stands that there i- cite formal
clause in the eitte-titution ilealitiLi atilt eleetioneering near
the booths.
- -&H.

’Join in Spirit
With SAC’s Purpose’
Editor:
As are American who believes
in the basic American rights,
especially those which protect
us in the continuous battle to
retain our sovereignty as individuals. I can join in spirit with
the purpose of Students Against
Communism.
Bat judging from their meet last week, one might get the
impression that this group will
go ttee direction of so many
others with noble purpose and
ill-considered methods. As seems
typiearof those who know definitely what they’re against
but have not dwelled as long
nor as enthusiastically on what
they’re fol., these people are
given to support yesterday’s
wisdom restore the Constitution as our forefathers wrote
itreturn .the federal govern-

"Capta;ns and Kings"
To Open 3 -Week Run
A star cast is featured in -The
Captains and the Kings." which
opens Monday for three weeks
at the Curran Theater in San
.
Francisco.
Featured in the cast are
Dana Andrews, Charlie Ruggles,
Peter Graves, Conrad Nagel and
Lee Grant in the Paul Gregory
production.
The realistic play features a
conflict betWeen the old order
in the Navy and the new,

rnent to a passive role in American business. What student of
early American history and
devotee of the wisdom of these
brilliant men who gave us such
a sound basis for developing
our country could think that
these same men would oppose
any flexibility in their document
two centuries later?
Nonetheless important will be
the proclivity of this student
group to attach labels and make
rash judgments. Some of the
thoughts expressed by their
members, without any signs of
objection: you can’t be a liberal
and fight communism; the John
Birch society isn’t so bad after
allit’s just that people believe the sensationalism about
it.
SAC’s activities will include
passing -out "literature" at talks
and movies. There was no mention of the quality and source
of these "truth" documents,
other than just what you have
on hand, presumably that they
all be of an anti-Communist
league variety. It’s bad enough
for the underrated American
public to be subjected to these
drivelous hate-pamphlets, which
are usually just as detestable
when written from any political
posture, but surely the college
student deserves better.
SAC will find it politically
expedient not to get branded as
Conservatives, as true as this
supposition might turn out
were the membership to vote

’Loud Shrouds,’ the Only Answer, Man,
To Make the Scene at the AOPi House
By MARIE LOPEZ
To make the scene at the
Alpha Omicron Pi house this
semester, you simply have to
have a -loud shroud."

A "loud shroud" for the benefit of you naive and uninformed
persons is . . . well . . . pretty
hard to explain, if you haven’t
seen one. A first hand descrip-

CUTTING AND DYING session is in progress at the Alpha
Ornicron Pi house as sorority sisters begin preliminary preparations to convert white sheet into a loud shroud." Lending a
hand are (I. to r.) Sande Stephens, Margie Baker, Jo Ellen
Arnaudo and Marilyn Cox.
BAY AREA GUITAR SOCIFIN PRESENTS
THE WORLD’S FOREMOST FLAMF,Nt et GUITARIST

CARLOS
RAMOS

SI_ NI/AY EVENING

October 29 - 8:30
MONTGOMERY THEATRE
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Tickets now: St. Claire box office
(tax inc.)
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"Right On Campus"

English TV - "Book of the Week"
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Ilein comparing it to a triangular-shaped muumuu or a short,
sleeveless version of the Roman
toga would just not suffice for
such an original item.
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The AOPi "loud shroud" fad
was started when Jackie Edelstein brought back the idea
from friends she visited at
Brooklyn college, New York this
past summer. Since the beginning of the semester the whole
house has been involved in some
phase of the projecteither cutting, dyeing, rinsing, drying or
binding their "shroud."
The pattern, according to
Marilyn Cox, who is putting the
finishing to
on her
"shroud," requires a few basic
materials and can be made
quickly and economically.
Materials include one new,
white double sheet (preferably
new for longevity), four to six
packages of dye (depending on
just how loud you want to be),
a ball of string, a large metal
pot and binding tape.
Now the fun begins. First, you
cut the skeet into a perfect
circle by rounding off the square
corners. If you’re not too confused at this point, your next
step is to cut the neckhole and
bind the edges with tape. Armholes can be made eight inches
from the neckline with the binding also applied here.
Next comes the dyeing process, which consists of tying
large pieces of material with
string and dipping them into
the dye up to the string.
For different effects several
colors or shades of colors’ can
be used as well as a variety of
necklines or the adding of
fringe or rickrack to the hemline.
THE JACKPOT
CICERO. III, (UPI) Army
bomb disposal experts gingerly
removed the fuse from a souvenir World War II Japanese mortar shell Monday.
Then they cautiously pulled
loose a small plate attached to
its base and --out rolled a quantity of foreign bills and coins.

in a national election. They
should consider themselves
lucky if that’s the only label
they deserve. The Conservative
viewpoint in American politics
is a legitimate one anti one to
be respected, though not admired. There is tar enure likelihood that SAC will end the
school year having earned the
tag "reactionary." These are
more than sandbox politicians.
These are intelligent, serious
people with a definite socio-politico-economic orientation on
how the country must return to
yesteryear. In their vehement
struggle to resist the momentum of changing trends they
turn in despondency to attack.
These are the people who
lump life into convenient categories so they can understand
It; these are the people who
make no distinction between a
liberal economic point of view
and Socialism; none between
well-c onceived progressive
change toward the goals in a
democracy and "creeping Socialism"; none between Socialism and communism; these are
the people who will label you
"Pinlco" for having liberal viewpoints. Here are your neophyte
John Birches, your McCarthylies. Indeed, these are the people who may label you "Com-

FRED BKANsTETTE1c
Pres. t44,4 Democratic Club
ASH 110263

Demo Club-TASC
Not Co -Sponsors
Editor:
There have been two articles
in the Spartan Daily concerning
the San Jose State Democratic
club that need clarifying.
In regard to Mr. Crittenden’s
letter, we would like to say that
many students belong to more
than .one organization, and as

Joliet Public School Musk Director
To Explain Successful Conducting
Ho% to conduct a successful
band and ideas for administrative and civic support will be
explained at a band clinic Tuesday by Charles S. Peters, director of bands and supervisor
of music for the public schools
of Joliet, Ill.
Three sessions will be conducted during the day-long band
clinic. They will be at 9:30 a.m.,
M150; 1;30 p.m., Concert Hall
and .7:30 p.m., M150.
Music students and teachers
in the Santa Clara valley have
been invited to attend the conference.

long as such membership*
do
not conflict, there should be no
questions asked. In other worths,
they are expected to follow the
same rules as any other men.
her.
Regarding the statement that
the Democratic club is intending to cooperate with TASC to
avoid duplication of speaker,.
we feel that this statement
needs no explanation. We have
always attempted to cooperate
with an campus organization,
to avoid such duplication.
As far as our co-spon.sorink
speakers with TASC or any
other organization on (animus,
we have never done so in the
past and have no such plans fur
the future. We have not been
approached this semester by any
club and if we are in the future,
we woukl not co-sponsor.

should you not view
the %solid in their well-ordered
manner.
Since some of this article is
speculative, let us in all fairness to SAC judge them by their
actions, as one of their members
giu wisely expressed it. Let’s see
what caliber of literature they
pass out; what kind of speakers
they sponsor; what sort of movies they show (We’ve seen one( ;
what form their witchhunts
take let them define what they
mean by -Communist" and then
establish the plausibility of their
accusations with a rational
proof. Above all, and this May
be incompatible with their very
charter, let us see if they have
anything positive to promote,
directly or indirectly, in the way
of freedom and democracy in
America.
Douglas WoodEill
1.rarl, 1.1.011011/11’S

Ai the age of nine, Peters
began studying the cornet with
Jessie Fields, a student of H.
A. Vandercuok. He furthered his
musical training at the Vandercook College of Music and
Roosevelt College of Music, the
Western State Teachers college and the Chicago Symphony
School of Music.
He was staff cornetist for
WLS-NBC for six years and
serveci 16 years with the Theater Orchestra in Joliet. He e
nationally known for his clin
on band organization.

Red ’Escapes’
Fosters Contest
Editor:
Hate is an ineffective weapon
against communism. Knowledge
of the enemy is important.
In order to stimulate research
and study about the universal
horror of communism by ALL
people who have lived under iL
am sponsoring a contest with
.e prize of $1000.
This prize will be given for
the Most responsive answer to
the question of why people risk
their lives to escape from communism and the closest estimate
of how many persons have fled
Communist countries from 1945
to the present.
Length is limited to 50 words
and replies must reach me by
Dec. 5.
Ambrose I’. satin/of
12 Park 11111 Terrace
Yonkers 5, N.Y.

how clate
EL RANCHO DRIVE -1N
PIT AND THE PENDULUM
ard
MASTER OF THE WORLD
SARATOGA THEATER
KIND HEARTS AND CORONETS:
and
TIGHT LITTLE ISLAND
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
All Color & Cinemascope
_ Also _
FRANCISOFASSISI

tri

JET PILOT
THE UNHOLY WFE
TROPICAIRE TWINVUE
DRIVE-IN THEATER
SOUTH SCREEN
PIT AND THE PENDULUM

*

MASTER OF THE WORLD
NORTH SCREEN
FANNY

4

BATTLE AT BLOODY BEACH :
*
:TOWNE & GAY THEATERS:
a
4

**
**
*

STUDY TIME or fun time? (I. to r.) Sande Stephens and Jo Ellen
Arnaudo present picture of casualness in the dorm room proving that for either work or play, "shrouds" are comfortable

items to wear.

LA DOLCE
VITA

41
440
4

Show Times:
a
4
*
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY I’
a
BOTH THEATERS: 7.10
*
1
*
4
* FRIDAY. SATURDAY, SUNDAY ;
a
TOWNE. 6.30 and e50
*
*
i
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
*
GAY 6:00 and 1:30
*
;
*
SUNDAY. 1:30 - 5:00 1.00
1
*
1
*
JILV-V444W4V-*4*****444141
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X-15 TO FLY
Air
EDWARDS AFB, (UPI
Force Maj. Robert M. White will
attempt Thursday to fly America’s rocket ship X-15 about 4100
miles an hour.

ENTOMOLOGY
MAJORS AND
SOCIAL
3UTTERFLIES

TYPEWRITER

* RENTALS *
Electrics

Portables

Standards

ALL MAKESALL MODELS
V Fully Guaranteed
V Rent to Own
V No Deposit
V Free Exchange

LOW STUDENT RATES

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando St.
Nest to Cal Book Store
FREE PARKING

CYpress 3-5283
Free Delivery

OPEN
MONDAY,
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY
NIGHTS
TILL 9

SWARM TO FASHIONS AT

RO S/AT N s
in San Jose: First at Santa Clara
CYpress 2-7262
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tudYing Under Monteux
ighlights Musical Summer
under the famed conan exPierre Monteux is
be forgotten by
.,. ft never to
music major Rowland
b.
studied at
SJS student
lionteux’s Master’s Class
Hancock, Me.
’.nducting at
was one
the summer. lie
musicians selected throughto attend the classes.
the VS
or
performances, conducted
students. were given during
session. Schwab conelilwmilrcs -symphony No.
,ng

11)

.

;’..7.74:7;’

’Mantovoni’s
Strings Echo
On Monday

4,

t\k:
? -

Valley Civic orchestra, formerly
of Saratoga.
He began playing the clarinet
when he was 11 years old. While
at SJS he has appeared in student recitals, band and orchestra
programs and in opera productions.
The rewarding experience of
wor king with Monteux gave
Schwab the "tradition and knowledge" acquired by the French
conductor while working with
such greats as Toscanini and
Rodzinski. He plaits to return to
the master’s school next summer.

3
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Picasso, Turns 80
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ROWLAND SCHWAB
student conductor
Schubert’s "Rosamunde Over.
and Brahm’s "Alto Rhapclarinetist, Schwab played in
emoon of a Fawn" by Dewhich Monteux himself
acted.
SJS musician auditioned to
nd the school and also had to
out an application to explain
musical experience. Monteux
wily selects those who will
with him.
Ong his freshman year at
Schwab conducted the West
e Will Gladly Cash Your
becks With Any Purchase
10-4 SUN.
9.1 WEEKDAYS
DE LA ROSA’S MARKET
598 So. First St.

RLD
rER
DIMS

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

a

ITS THE TALK
OF SAN JOSE!

gelo’s
81.I5

FAMOUS
DINNER
STEAK
VISIT
OUR

VUE
iR

Lariat
Room

UN
tLD

SOON
ACH
1TERSi

GELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

DAY

72 E. SANTA CLARA

NEW YORK tUPD
Painter
Pablo Picasso celebrated his 80th
birthday yesterday, rich as a
Rockefeller and probably richer
than any other artist.
The bulk of Picasso’s fortune,
according to friends in the art
world, is not in securities or cash.
The payload is his private collection of 532 of his paintings, many
of them kept in a locked room in
his villa, "La Californie," near
Cannes on the French Riviera.
$100 MILLION
No one knows the exact value
of Picasso’s hoard. Art connoisseur and critic Alfred Frankfurter
estimates that all the Picassos in
existence are worth about 100
million.
Only recently the state museum
in Stuttgart, Germany, paid $250,000 fo ra Picasso entitled "Les
Baladins"--the highest price ever
paid for the work of a living
painter.
"The astounding thing is that
such regal market prices should
have been attained by an artist
while still in high production, adding constantly to his available
work," said Frankfurter. He
pointed out that flooding the market with new works usually keeps
the value of an artist’s paintings
down.
"PICASSO’S PICASSOS"
The world need no longer guess
at the treasures packed into Picasso’s storeroom. Ne permitted
David Douglas Duncan, photographer and foreign correspondent, to photograph them in color
for a book being published by
Harper & Brothers today entitled
"Picasso’s Picassos."
Frankfurter credits the finality
with which Picasso has closed
each of his periods for the everincreasing value of his paintings.
When he was finished with the I
blue period, the clasical period.
or the bone period, he never repeated these styles. Each period
is available to collectors only in
limited editions.
No PAYOFF
BOGNOR REGIS. England
(UPI) Two members of a cricket
club here pulled the lever on a
slot machine and saw two beady
eyes peering from the payoff
slot.
When the machine was opened
the mouse escaped.

re

5HARK REPELLENT 1 NAVE A DATE WITH Warm& ro-NiTe.fr

Champagne Producer
Holds ’Conference’
By DICK %% Est
WASHINGTON (UPI)
There
is a certain advantage which
French chamapgne news conference has over any other type of
news conference that I have ever
attended.
Even if it doesn’t produce any
news, it can still be a stimulating
experience.
I made this rather obvious discovery Monday at a news conference held by Joseph Dargent,
a director of the French champagne producers association, who
is in this country making a market survey.
Dargent did not say anything
that I would regard as being
newsworthy. but I certainly did
admire his technique.
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The special sound of strings will
echo Monday night at 8:30 in
Civic auditorium when Mantovani
will make his third appearance in
San Jose. His previous programs
here have drawn standing room
only crowds.
A limited supply of tickets are
still available for ’the one-night
stand of the Anglo-Italian conductor and his orchestra. ’Orders
may be made by calling CI 36252.
Mantovani’s appearance marks
the opening of the 26th season
of the San Jose Concert season.
The trademark of the famed
conductor is the sound of velvet
strings, producing a very distinctive effect.
He explained this sound is produced "by using our strings in a
series of different sections. Each
section is designed to echo the
other. The notes are sort of staggered, and the result is a harmonic progression of sound."
His sound has become "something of a trade secret," he said
photo b 5,1, ttoorittout
to a San Francisco interviewer.
BEWITCHING ROMANCEPeter Nyberg and Cheryl Del
This is true because of those in
Biaggio provide romantic interest in the SJS production of
the profession trying to "copy" it.
"Dark of the Moon," which continues its run tomorrow night,
The son of a conductor, ManFriday and Saturday,
totani’s father did not want the
boy to be a musician. His life
was to include a career in engineering. It was when Mantovani
was 14 that he began the study of
the violin.
Popular music presents difficulties to a musican like Mantovani. "It’s not easy to play my
ITickets for the final three per- lessor of drama, is directing the
kind of music," he confessed.
In playing clasical pieces al formances of "Dark of the Moon," Richardson and Berney fantasy.
musician has "two things in his first drama production of the seaA cast of 26, with Peter Nyfavor. One, the composer has pro- son,
are on sale in the College berg and Cheryl Del Biaggi() in
duced a fine work. And two, it’s
the romantic leads, brings the
Theatre box office daily from 1
a standard composition.
action to life.
"But with light music. all the to 5 p.m.
A mood-provoking play, "Dark
nuances have to come from you.
The play’s run will continue of the Moon," combines mystery,
In other words, you practically tomorrow, Friday and Saturday , romance, laughter and suspense
have to start from scratch and nights at 8:15 in the College in its plot The story revolves
invent. And often you haven’t a Theatre.
I around a witch boy’s dc -ire to bechoice of tunes. The public deStudent tickets are 50 cents and come a human being.
ckles that."
general admision seats ale $1
IBasis of the play is the English
Mantovani tours with a 45-man
Dr. Paul Davee, associate pro- folk sgrie "Barbara Allen."
orchestra
32 of these are string
I players

frowns on the standard U.S.
method, which is to hold the bottle between the knees and force
out the cork with a Boy Scout
knife.
’POP POPULAR
"The pop is rather popular."
Dargent conceded, "but we in
French champagne third( it’s a
pity to lose so much good wine."
So saying, he opened another
bottle in eerie silence and we all
moved on to the next lesson,
which concerned taxes.
Dargent said his group was disturbed by the fact that the U.S.
tax on sparkling wine was about
four times higher than the levy
on still wine. He said this was
tanamount to taxing bubbles.
While we were writing this
down, a hotel waiter took over
WINE CELLAR MEETING
the bottle opening chore. It popHe held his news conference in ped,
but Dargent maintained his
the wine cellar of a local hotel. composure.
And while we reporters plied him
with questions, he plied us with
46 DEGREES BEST
French champagne.
He told us that it takes three
Dargent is what I would call a to five years to make champagio
versatile man. He has a doctor which is why it is so expensii.
of law degree, he holds the Amer- that the vintage champagne yea] ican Medal of Freedom, he has for no apparent reason, usual!’.
eight children and he can open a are odd -numbered;
and
th.!
champagne bottle without Popping champagne keeps best in a 46 later Robe it,." su2cesst
the cork.
’stage comedy, will be presents"!
degree temperature.
One of the journalists sought ,Friday and Saturday at 8:30 p.m
Asked to explain the cork trick.
he said the bottle must first be to needle Dargent a bit by recall- lin the Montgomery Theater by the
chilled to the correct temperature ing that the gold medal at the San Jose Theater Guild. Reser
Then you hold the coik and twist 1889 Exposition in Paris was as lions for the production may be
the bottle, rather than vice versa. awarded to a champagne pro- ordered by calling CY 3-6252.
! Lew Karcher, Dick Harvey
This enables you to balance the laced in up -state New York.
"Which was a great mistake on Gary Hammer and Don Scot.
pressure of the gas with the pre.
:ire featured. James Dunn is disure of the cork, so that neithei ,air part." Dargent suavely
:, :ting the play.
neise nor liqu.cl escapes. Dargent

ina Dark of theMoon’
Performances This Week

SPECIAL
FALL and WINTER

’Mr. Roberts’ Play 3
Presented Friday

GOLF RATES
To SJS FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

75c

SATURDAY, SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
2.00
FROM II A.M. to I P.M.
1.50
i P.M. fo 2 P.M.
75
AFTER 2 P.M.

PLEASANT HILLS GOLF CLUB
SOUTH WHITE ROAD NEAR STORY ROAD

BLOOM’S and STUART’S
Announce Your Spartan Fashion Council

!DAY
aY

Wednesday. Octotrsr 25. 1961

This year Bloom’s and Stuart’s are giving to you a fashion

Come to Proctor’s for best

council. These six girls, chosen for their smartness in dress,

selection, style and value!

fashion sense and coordination, academic achievements, and
Iriendliness, will serve you as fashion guides.
They will be on hand in the stores to greet you personally
and aid you in your selections. Come in and meet your

Barbara Clark

Spinal. bothrings

-

-

fashion council; they’re anxious to meet you!

’100 to ’SOO
elt4nding on diamond

CHOOSE THE FINEST
TASHI IT COMES TO

DIAMONDS
vont DO MST ST ...

()pen

No Money Down
Terms to Suit You

Gail Openshaw

Lisa Phelan
Ariono

Jung

Kathy Putman

IBLAOCIM’S

91 So, First
StreetSAN

JOSE

Mon and Theirs NIghti

107 Town
& Country VillageSAN JOSE
mon. Thur. and FN. NipItts

Aeweleti
ar

Downtown
135 South First Street
Valley Fair
1324 Lincoln Avenue
Willow Glen

Valley Fair
Stuart’s Downtown, 161 South First
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Af La9una Seca

Judges To Pick Queen
Need for Hospitals
Spartans Attend Auto Races; During Fashion Show
Analyzed by Professor Witness Near-Collision, Clashes
B. J. (Scott. Norwood. associ-ate professor of business at San
Jose State, recently completed the
’feasibility and planning analysis
on community need for one proposed new hospital, and planned
expansion of an existing hospital.
both in the San Jose area.
, The California State Advisory
Hospital Council, on Oct. 18.
granted in state and federal funds.

Recognized Groups
To Attend Meeting
Tonight, Says SAC

$4.6 million, half of the estimated
cost of these two projects.
! In the summer of 1959. directors for one of these institutions.
the proposed Good Samaritan hospital to be situated on National
ave. and San Jose-Los Gatos rd.,
contacted Professor Norwood, for
the analysis work on the estimated $6.5 million structure.

By WALLACE WOOD
The $7000 double-win taken by
Stirling Moss at Laguna Seca
sports car races last weekend is
old hat by crow to many who
heard reports of the competition
or attended the races. Bypassing
the race itself, a spectator’s view
of the events at Laguna Seca
could prove just as interesting
"In our analysis," said Norwood, and/or exciting.
-We were primarily concerned
One thing did not develop as
with the San Jose metropolitan predicted for the trip to Laguna
area. We were not to determine Seca -the highway grand prix. In
how many beds were needed, but fact, many drivers found it rather
to determine the need the com- quiet treking down from San Jose.
munity has for a hospital and Only a few bits of madness made
where it should be located," he the return trip less than boring,
continued.

tarn-ley edeed
tivtot.,1 the
Moss’ green auto at the vee. then
out dragged him in full view of
the screaming grandstand crowd.
For the next few laps, the lead
changed hands half a dozen times,
Gurney consistently beating Moss
in the take-off.
It was spectated that Gurney,
an American driver, was happy
to be out of the classification with
the Porscheg which cramped his
style all year. It seemed that.
Gurney would take the heat; his
lead was comfortable.
FIVE LAPS TO GO
Then, with five laps to go. Moss
slipped by in the corkscrew. He

In his second analysis, Professor Norwood. was contacted by
A meeting which all campus the existing Doctors General hosrecognized groups are required to pital to analyze the need for an
estimated $1.8 million expansion.
attend will be held today from
After receiving half of the estito 8 p.m. in TH55.
The meeting has been called by mated $8.5 million the community
the Student Activities board to must raise the rest by vigorous
explain SJS campus publicity fund-raising ,campaigns said Proregulations and state regulations fessor Norwood. The campaigns
on discriminatory clauses and will begin at the end of this
month.
their role in state colleges.
Explanation of discriminatory
clauses will be made by Don Ryan.
Musical Show Board
SJS assistant ot the dean of students.
To Decide on Theme

.a

The SJS llonaa , .:111;_; queen Kma:phaiermhp’hill:
and four attendants will be Delta xsUrpsaialnoinpt.hsi
:meta:
pal :is
chosen from 10 semi-finalists at Chi Omega: Nats;s,K:,h,:.ur,
tomorrow’s 7 p.m. fashion show in Delta Gamma: Judy os:
With had luck avoiding both Morris Dailey auditorium.
Delta
Moss and Gurney, the second and wiTilhhee qptireeekedn ahnyd ahpearhealttoefndthareents ThDeel
arah ai’hitet.,
final race was much closer than
Delta
it seemed. The turning point came
ae Zetla0 prest,:emnit-,:iini;lrist,s:’.
jleudgcei%si.c Prior to twhheoshwoiwil
when a Maserati-llostrom Special act as
driven by Bill Dixon left the each of the semi-finalistses.wiFlli. tubed 1 dtploeichuktneeedvelmfreeonmotholttUftectthir,n.;,1:11:;:ii :tins.2,:
course at the see almost in flames, sireoleeerstiiuenwedwilibyhethmeaflie" during the
Formai
Dixon’s engine. running Poorly
1
show.
fashion
throughout the race, poured a
Frill
made
at
their
and
10:30
semi-finalists
The
10
pro.
,it.
slick coat of oil on the sharp lum
sponsors are: Sharon Brantley, I Coronation Ball from 9 p,ai
when it left the course.
to
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Kit Fox, a.m. in the San .1,, .. ,
Olt. ON ROAD
Alpha Chi Omega; Penny Graham. torium.
From about four seconds behind
the lead, Gurney was forced t,, p
drop to Ta seconds when he he
the oil and spun into the hay. It
looked like the race was over fai
him, but he continued.
Moss had trouble of his own.’
however, as bright blue smoke! Dr. Richard E. Barlow, assistant Ph.D. in 1960 from Si :!tr,q,
Dr. Barlow’ did s
trailed him into the vee. His Professor of mathematics, returned Monday from New York research on prolsitio
brakes faded and gave way.
City where he addressed the In- the Institute for ’meta,
Still, Moss did not give up hut dilute
of Radio Engineers’ 19611sis at Princeton last year
used his gears to the utmost. New York Conference on Reli- ! an extensive
publiratior.
Such mechanical failures in other ability of Electronic Equipment. and is expected to
join s.
races could be the reason the
Dr. Barlow, presently a part- faculty in the fall of is’s.
Englishman did not claim the
time SJS professor, spoke on I full-time basis, risco:dins
world championship this year.
"Criteria for Maintenance, Check-1Lester H. Lange, heal
With 16 laps to go. Gurney was ing and Replacing Intervals" at a mathematics department.
18 seconds behind. Al 12 laps, he Friday session at New York uni-,
was 14 seconds behind; at 8 he versify.
NEW YORK
Maj. Ales
was 9ts seconds behind. Gurney
The mathematics professor’s P. De Seversky, criticizing
turned the fastest time on the weekend trip to the conference Defense Department’s sisie
straights--127.2 miles per hour.
was sponsored by General Tele- that the United Statos has
phone and Electronics Labors- nuclear power to ’SRACING THE CLOCK
tories. Inc. Dr. Barlow is a re- gressor:
Like a quarterback racing the
search mathematician for the
"The misile gap ss
clock. Gurney Was grinding away
firm’s Menlo Park facility.
couldn’t evaporate
for yardage as Moss struggled
Dr. Barlow has been invited to to say otherwise is
without brakes. At the finish,
speak at the Chi istrnas, Dec 27 oversimplify he
Gurney’s red car flashed after
to 29. meeting of the Institute of peril,"
Moss’ green Lotus a heartbreakMathematical Statistics in New
late.
Given
five
ing four seconds
York City. He will speak on "Promote laps, Gurney, might have
SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
bability Distributions With Monowon the race.
6 HAIR DRYER
tone Hazard Rate."
Hours: 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.
A new record race average was
A graduate of Knox callege.
NO WAITING
set during the race. It was 91.9 Galesburg, Ill., Dr. Barlow reED’S LAUNDROMAT
miles per hour for 102.4 twisting ceived his M.A. degree from the
497 N. 13th
miles. Esen the first heat average University of *Oregon and his
of over 90 miles per hour lopped
Moss’ record set here last year.
Further back. Jack Brabham in
an English Cooper duelled briefly
with Bruce McLaren in a Cooper
for third place. Brabham took the
.place, setting the best lap time
SALAD AND POTATO
in the process.
CHICKEN
DINNER
Briggs Cunningham tried to
whip the monster Isteister-Brauser
Scarab -Chevy in his type 60 MasALWAYS COURTEOUS ATTENTION Al
erati. When he failed. Jack McAfee set his 1600 cc silver Porsche
IISK against the 5600 cc’s of the
207 SO. 111151’
Scarab and out -cornered the fire
breather.

f
Pro, essor Addresses

N

A meeting of the Revelries show
committee will be held tomorrow
at 4:30 p.m. in SDI15 to choose
the theme for the spring musical
variety show.
STREAKING TOWARD VICTORY, Stirling Moss manipulates
his Lotus Monte Carlo down the "V’ at Laguna Seca. Most went
Ideas from committee members
on to win the 102 -mile Grand Prix in a record speed average
and students will be considered in
ORDER
of 91.9 miles an hour, a scant four seconds ahead of the second
choosing the show’s theme.
CORSAGES
place Dan Gurney.
Students interested in particiFOR
HOMECOMING
pating in the show have been
NOW!
asked to attend tomorrow’s meet- reported many a sedate driver. eventually took the checkered I
The best racing form trophy flag.
ing or see Dr. Theodore J. BatCV 2-0462
l0th & Santa Clara
might be granted to a real racing
In the second heat, nine drivers
gooyen in SD112.
team the California Highway
from the next -fastest group of
Patrol, some driving to the race qualifiers were added to the 16
CORONA
UNDERWOOD
ROYAL
REMINGTON
reported. The patrol had more finishers. Jim Hall, a stalwart
men on the roads at higher speeds whose new Chaparral troad run_
than virtually anyone else, it was net.) blew his engine in the hills,
reported.
was eliminated.
TYPEWRITERS RENTED
si 8
Laguna Seca. a dry lake and
The crowd waited hopefully but
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
62,000 persons add up to an amaz- in
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
vain for Dave Ridenour and
ing amount of dust. However,
his Lister-Jaguar to appear after
$18.00 rental applies to purchase price
members of the crowd found upon
of any machine if you decide to buy.
the start of the second heat. Ridearrival at the races the wind was
Est. 1900
EASY PAYMENT PLAN
nour had won Saturday’s modified
just enough to keep them from race
over Chuck Sargent’s birdbeing thoroughly covered and
cage Maserati.
choked.
24 S. SECOND ST.
CYpress 3-6383
Free Parking
THREE KNOCKED OCT
On a hill near corkscrew turns,
the view kept the crowd milling
At the start, Ridenour was badaround in one large dust cloud. ly boxed and was forcad to hit his
PERFORMANCE HONORS
When it became apparent one brakes. He was knocked out by
Oliver
Gendebien’s
e
nutwell
could not see due to. the cloud, Bob Bondurant’s Corvette Special ,d
the crowd moved downhill.
and Augie Pabst’s birdcage. All Lotus took honors for perforthree were unable to continue the mance of autos under two liters,
Directly behind was Ken Miles in
FORMCIA ICNIOR MISHAPS race.
another Porsche.
Sazsisiay, a good many of the
Gurney’s ability to out -drag
Judging from the reaction of
Formula Junior mishaps occurred Moss in his Lotus in the first
in the vee turn just before the heat was surprising because his the crowd there seemed to be less
grandstand where cars slowed engine had only 2500 cc’s I about excitement over the professional
.1.
from 90 to 30 miles per hour.
153 cubic inches I ill the combus- race than the amateur race. No
’’ ,
In Sunday’s first heat, Stirling tion chambers as compared to great mishaps occurred; this could
Moss, predicted winner, led from 2946 cc’s for Moss. Gearing, tun- possibly be because of the experithe start. Dan Gurney, driving a ing and tires could have been ac- ence of these international greats.
"tfr
Spectators watching from a
bright red Lotus, soon closed the countable for Gurney’s ability to
slow turn found it hard to believe
sap as he rained on Moss.
out -drag his opponent.
these "big" cars were doing al,
most 150 miles per hour.
The Formula Juniors racing
tgarMILIMIIV*r:SI:fre3J
Saturday were the cause of much
Presenting CHRISTMAS 1961 at
excitement. There were spins,
near crashes and humps almost
every lap.
4,
. . . WE OFFER FOR YOUR SELECTION . . .
DO-IT-YOURSELF & PERSONALIZED CARDS
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Flower
Shop
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SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

ew York Math Group

TOP SIRLOIN

STEAK 1.39
$1.15
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the Ring that goes around her
heart!

520

Our

,Newman Cookout

Plain Gold
and
Diamond

IA: 0010i 9ty,,e

WEDDING RINGS
The symbol that means forever.
Beautiful enough to be worn alone
or to add the final touch to an
engagement ring.
Whether the choice be simplicity
or glamour, we offer the finest.
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PRESENTING THE 1961 COL t
LECTION OF CHRISTMAS
CARD BOOKS.
Order your imprinted cards
early from our collection.

We have the materiels, Block
printing equipment, silk screen
equipment. special decorative
papers and envelopes (Rice,
deckle, silver fleck. parchment).

W.Q.L4AN
L

The HIS Newman ,Inh is
holding a cookout at Alum Hoek
park f
4 to 74 p.m. today.
Cars will leave from N..15’1111111
hall. 79 S. Fifth st., at 4 p.m.
Admission Is free for club members and 50 cents for
-members, according 511 PM?, Sal
At sa res.
Follovving the cookout, there
will he a s01.1111 front 14 to It
p.m. in Newman hall.

(1,3

XMAS
CARD
CONTEST
Vie irpita
lieu 4.1D send

J si

roy,

and WALLPAPER CO.
DOWNTOWN
VALLEY FAIR
SHOPPING CENTER
CH 8 4171
SPArarilaniliag

112 So. Second Si
CY 2.1441
Ilrialtairea/

19 or Older
If you are free from 5:30 p.m.
to 10:30 p.m. four nights each
week and on Sat., and are interested in working with a new
liberal arts program, you may
fit into one of two job openings. One in public relations,
another in sales. If you are neat
appearing and seriously interested in learning a new field
while going to school, see Mr.
Holman at 586 N. 1st, Suite 255.
Apply on Monday, Wednesday
or Friday evenings at 5:30 p.m.
SHARP.

Here’s deodorant protection

YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spice Stick Deodorant ...,Iastest, neatest tray in alt.
day, every day protection! It’s the active deodorant for
Caine men...absolutely dependable. Glides on smontlib.
frpeedily...dries in record time. Old Spice Stick Drodnrani
...most convenient, most economical deodorant Mari ( in
buy. 1.00 plus tax.
enicYjaki,
s

STICK
DEODORANT
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U.N. Without Leader Public Needs Hoxha
On 16th Anniversary ’Leadership’ In Red

.11’1:D NATItiNS. N.Y. (UPI)
observed Its
The United Nations
yesterday with16th anniversary
powerless to even
out a leader and
the testing of
call for a halt to
bombs.
Soviet nuclear super
maparliamentary
simple
By a
neuver, the Soviet delegation Monday night blocked a vote on a
Gendraft resolution by which the
a -got_
eral Assembly would Issue
Soviet Union
errin appeal" to the
nunut to detonate a 50-megaton
clear explosion -- assuming It is
still to come.
Foiled on this speeific Wale, the
United Nations went ahead with
its annual debate on the general
subject of nuclear tests.
All cemmittees were scheduled
yes_
only for morning meetings
tenlay- - the 16th anniversary of
the day the U.N. charter came into

cession to the late
skjohl except the number of Resistants to IN’ appointed to aid
Burma’s U Ti umt, ’,nth sides
choice for the top job.
There seas no indication here
Dom Russian or other sources
whether the multi-megaton blest
touched off Monday was the 50 meeting’ explosion promised before
the end of Getober by Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrustwhev.
Proceeding on the assumption
that the monster blast is still to
come, Huns Engen. Norway’s foreign utelerseeretaty, sought late
Monday to gain an immediate vote
on a seven-power resolution to
have the General Assembly issue
a "solemn appeal" to the Kremlin
not to touch it off.
Engen asked lot a vote on the’
seven -power resolution before the
101 -nation political committee ad-.
force.
jourruel Monday night.
A U.N. day celebration was held
RED DMA:OATS; OBSECTs
yesterday afternoon with the CaSemyon K. Tsarapkin, RO.SSia’S
nadian Broadcasting ( orporation
symphony orchestra performing in ehief negotiator on nuclear test
.questions immediately objected.
the General Assembly hall.
’Talking about only one tenet,- ,
For the first time, the world
organization was without d. seem- sion," Tsarapkin said, "would h.
tary-general on its anniversary, quite erroneous arereituld only be
but optimism that agreement ;considered a maneuver."
might soon be reached was re-I Furthermore, Tsarapkin argued.
fleeted as Soviet Amhassador Val-, the committee was debating other
erian A. Zorin scheduled another, resolutions %tech held floor pre
lorlty over the sevenpower measmeetine with U.S. officials.
tire and a move to call the latter
AGREEMENT REPORTED
Zorin and U.S. Ambassador Ad. I up for immediate vote would vialai E. Stevenson reported Monday late rules of procedure.
that they were in basic agreement ! Engen finally withdrew his pro071 all points regarding the suc-; posal
SPECIALS: GOOD WED. - THURS.
U.S D.A. Good
ROUND STEAK

LAUNDRY
RYER
o It p.m.
ING
o MAT
Ith

End Cut
PORK CHOPS

FRI.

79c
49c

Ere,6
lb. BEEF LIVER

91a.
4,

Frost, Won*,
lb. FRYERS

STARLITE MEAT MARKET
598 So. F/,it St.

CY 7-0082

SAVE
On Your Cleaning & Laundry Cost
SHIRTSWashed and Pressed
PANTSWashed and Pressed
200o Discount to Students on
Dry Cleaning

23c
40c

SKIRTS, PANTS, SWEATERSDRY CLEANED, ONLY 15c
(Same price as Coin-Opl

WONDER CLEANERS
CY 5-8 76 3

Make Spring Reservations Now
Apartnumts for Students I ndvr tit- I
2/
ModernUp to Date
Close to Campus
We Can Get Roommates (no extra fee)

_AN /we+
tad rarsh

485 South Ninth Si.
:1" 7-8877

of accontolations
your lio191

gaittait,
RENTAL Peleke
ANIMEM

e. I need rne.
s finternatee,
s,,,ania, whose Communist le.’)ership is on Snviet Premier Nikita
Ehtushehey’s blacklist, is a peanut -shaped land of snowy Balkan
peaks, political purges and baggypants peasants.
More Oriental than European.
Alleinia’s estimated 1,625,0uu !kook’ are mostly Moslem, although
there is no official state religion.
lioUndlesl by Yugoslavia to the
north and Greece to the easa and
Loth, the 10,tkliO-square-mile state.
’-one into heinr from two former
’Iii ak iSh provinces otter World:
War 1, but did not have national
boundaries until 1925.
The tiny country is ruled by the ’
,ron fist of Communist boss Enver
Hosha, who once was an obscure
teacher of French in a grammar,
school on the Greek-Altemian border.
ZOG FLEES COUNTRY
Its former ruler, President Ahmed
fled in 1939 when Mwe

P So:

SOMETHING NEW HAS
BEEN ADDED

anomb,

1

United Nations OKs
ease Fire Treaty
In Congo s Katang a

Kunrad

ALL Cigarettes 22c Per Pack
ALL Major Credit Cards Honored
CASH STAMPS With Every Purchase

NT

/I

On Campus

Nuclear Weapons:
’Soviets Trail U.S.’

fier F-?d/;re /716 ke tier

"NOW YOU CAN BUY MAJOR GAS
AT REDUCED PRICES"
-

sT

wipatric Statement
Called Misleading
01

Observers
’F ear Incites
Fast Blasts

YAGER & SILVA
tion

SPARTAN DAILT-4

Rohm’s legions leaped aeross the
Athletic to invade Albania.
Ile never returned to Albania.
NEW YORK it ’PI
Maj. Alex-, the author of the prephetic "VieZo g died last summer in France.
ze
antler P. De Seversky said yeeter- tors: Through Air Power" and the
Hoxha, the leader id fierce par- day the
He
department recent "Amer:ca: Too Young to
tisan resistance against the Axis,
"handed the American peop le d an- , Die,"
took over when Zog fled the coungefous tranquilizers" when it
"So Gingerly says we have tens
try. A British officer who paraclaimed the United States now has ot thousands of nuclear weapons."
chuted into Albania to join Hosthe nuclear power to destroy any De Se-vet-sky said today. "So what?
ba’s fortes in n43 described hint
aggressor.That’s just throwing the American
:is a man with "ambition, ability
iii! danIle wok particular eseeptam
k’e"Ple len’s of I
to lead.
llll ing and iTLsittret-c
g;
erous trariquilizers. The size et
when needed, and with no Ira-icy statements made Saturday at Hut
Springs, vo.. by Deputy seeneini.) our nuclear stockpile is um:ill/10foi political rivals.’
,4 rjerense Roswell L.
tans What is important as, do we
Gilpatra
Some postwar statistics underThe capateie
statementhaye the effeetive means to delivwore this analysis of Hosts, (it
er the weapons? The answer Ls
Albania’s el leaders during World "the total number of our nuclem
War II, only iloxha survives. Pb delivery vehicles, tactical as well
HITS COUNTER MEASUREN
has run the state for 26 of his as strategic, is in the tens of
Instead of building up this deXi years. Of 31 members of the thousands, and of course, we have
Albanian Wm hersParty Central more than one warhead for eat -h livery power. he said. "we demothball World %Vas 11 -weary sea
committee the Communist party vehicle."
14 have been killed and only , "The statement . . . is mislead- transpertg, augment our air lift
nine have remained since the c-nil ing." De Seversky said in an in- with dilapidated C119 Flying Boxincrease our aid power by
I a t he war.
terview. "It is obviously made
The party itself has about 53,- either through ignorance or with putting hawk intosersice fatigued
000 members, about the same as the deliberate, though perhaps , and obsolete B47 humlx(rs . . . and
the population of the landlocked well-meaning intent of allaying the. deny’ our Air Force funds for the
production of the improved B52s
eapital, Tirana.
anxiety ot the American pesle.
and supersonic Mfrs."
SIDES WITH PIEPING
’STATEMENT HARMFUL’
lie pointed derisively to Gil.
Hoxha, ,A ho idolized Stalin anti
"In either ease, such statements ;surges assertion that "our carthe SoV let leader’s methods. fell
afoul of Mosenw when he sided are extremely harmful, since they riot’strike fore and land-based
with Peiping in the great ideologi- envender a false sense of security." ’ theater forces could deliver . . .
De Seversky, 77, was born in hundreds of megatons" of nuclear
cal debate that broke into the
open last year. Ile supported Com- Russia b ut h as been a natill’illi2ed destruc tion o n tin enemy if this
munist China in the attacks on American citizen since 1927. Hi country were attacked.
"The primary weapon that keeps
Khrushchev’s "peaceful co-exist- , was an we pilot in World War I.
ence" line, demanded a more mili- in which he lost a leg, and is the Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchee
"ktarn policy towards the West, and ’ inventor of a bombsight and Se - in check is the Strategic Air Compears to be speeding up its cur-; hung portraits of himself
Seversky said.
and Sta- , eral air navigational aids. Ile i,- mend."
; rent atomic test series to head off lin throughout his craggy land,
an avalanche of adverse world and jailed 30,000 political prisoncriticism’ Western nbserverssaidel’S in 14 concentration camps.
yesterday.
Nosy, observers say, Ilnycha’s
In this way, they said, the hackis to the wall. By counterKremlin could accept the inevit- attacking
Khrtashches.
against
!able protests from abroad -includ- over Radio Tirana, he has mailsAuthor of"! Was U Teen-age Dwarf", "Ti,. Many
tag a possible condemnation by the: rapprochement with Moscow imLor of Dottie Gillis", rte.)
United Nations- without having to! possible. Some experts say that ,
WASHINGTON (UPI) West , hear the additional burden of fur- since Hoxha was defended by Red
Germ a n Ambassador Wilhelm t her outeries against future RUS- I China’s Chou En-lai at the cur- t
Grewe indicated yesterday that sian nuclear experiments.
THE TRUE AND
I rent 22nd Soviet Communist party
West Germany believes the Allies
some oheeleera said that tee congress, this means Hoxha HARROWING FACTS ABOUT RUSHING
should press for removal of the current test series was evidence with Red Chinese backing is aim. ,
wall between East and West Ber- that the Kremlin ronsidered its , ing at a "fight to the death"
,
It m cli croup, to sit in me’. !Morris chair and theorize about
lin in any negotiations with Bus- own power and
siirority risliit kg, hut if one really wishes to know the facts, one
a
security interests; otel I’elrushehey from world Comsia.
must leave one’s Morris chair and go out into the field. rMy
earamount over its concern for
’
Xtorris elitdr, incidentally, was given to toe by the Philip Morrin
Crewe talked with reporters at world opinion. This view was
makers of MarlIsiro Cigarettes. Thcy are great the White House after delivering backed up by the fact that th,
’,carted folk, the makers of Nlarlboro Cigarette-, He Milli:4W of
letter to President Kennedy Soviets exploded their first tes,
yon know who have etijoyil their exeellent iigarette.. Only
rom West German Chaneellor atoinie bomb sinee the moratorinie
tnini Innintiful souls could
such mildness, such flavor,
Adenauer on the Bonn goy- on the eve of the summit confer said, filters, such pleasure, as yiiii will final in Marlboros! For
-mment’s oolicies on the Berlin once of unaligned nations in Be!
thotie who prefer cruslipniof boxes, Marlboro is available in
Ii,ele last month
crushprotif boxes. For those who prefer soft packs, Marlboro
The ambassador’s statements
There was calm in Mikienw
is available in see ptteks For those who prefer to buy their
,eime as Sen. Gale MiGee 11.)- (lay because the Russians, unlike
rigalettes jul bulk, plea-se roll taut Elfooeil II. Sigafoos, friendly
Wyo.) said the wall was one of Westerners, had not been informed ; 1,1,015iy11-1.1
Manager of our factory in Richmond, irginiri.I
wo negotiable issues in the Berlin of the explosion of the giant So- I UPI I United Nat ions heat !querPut I digress. I Was saying t flat in order to know thc true
sduation. MeGee, just haek from viet nuclear device. Furthermore, ters has rat if ie.I the Katanga
Gut- ahout sorority rushing, one must go into the field :trid
,let-many, listed the number ef Al- they have been insulated by the So- . cease-fire and Katanga President ,
investigate. Consequently, I went last week to the Indiana
eed troupe in Berlin in the same I viet propaganda apparatus against Moise TshomIxi has been informed
College of Spot Welding toad Belles Lewes and intervieued
a!
, teensy.
’the wave of Western protests of the terms, a U.N. spokesmn
several million coeds, alhollg them a lovely hiss named Gerund
Grew,. met with Kennedy for 50 about radioactive fallout dangers.: said Yesie1daY,
Mu-Kis-s-cr. (It is, hiridelitally, (Wife an interesting little story
The U.N. ratification said the
minutes to explain Adenauer’s letThe Russian people learned of
about how she value to be uizauiaeal CerlIlid. It seelli that her
cease-fire in no way affected the
or and his country’s stand on Br
e- the plans to conduct a 50-megaton,
father, Ralph T. :McKeever, Inviel gnimmar better than anyell
:in . The mting
meeting had been schetl- test hut they presumably arSecurity Council or General As- 1
thing in the world, and sn he named all his children after parts
the
list to last only a half hour. The largely unaware of the exact nwn- sembly decisions concerning
t .1 speech. In addition to Gerund, there were three girls named
unity, integrity and independence ,
enbassador, returning from le ber of Soviet nuclear tests conPreposition, Adverb. anal Pronoun, and mai loy named path..
ef the Congo.
lays of consultations in Bonn, told duned thus far since the testing
ease. The girls seenas1 not to In, Ulahlly depressed
their
was described as a "purelY
It
etiorters after the meeting that was resumed Sept. 1.
s. hut Dative (’ass’, alias, grew steadily ition morose and
military’
agreement
with
no
politi’We think the removal of the wall
Considerable anxiety is expected
uas finally found tine night dangling from a participle. At
cal intentions or aims."
one very important request when word of the latest Soviet
this 1 ragie event, the father abandoned his practice of gram’rho rat if !cat ion emphasized that ’
-chick the West should put ler- explosion seeps through into Rusmatical nomenclature, and whatever children were subsequently
the
exchange
of
prisoners
must
,5’
sia via foreign radio Inteuleasts
born to him eight in all
named Everett.)
lake place before other clauees of
He said he felt more hopeful and the resulting grapes inc chanthe agreement me put into efftsit
,fter his consultations in Bonn and nels. But Russian domestic reachis call on Kennedy "because ot tion is not expected to reach the
the degree of agreement" between level of outcry in the rest of the
iv,irld.
the Western Allies.
In Moscow’s foreign colony, imThe ambassador said there were
lifferenees bet wen Franee and I he mediate concern over Soviet raA ter Western Allies on. tacties dioactive fallout prompted some
laitinse
.1(ut in our general political eval- Westerners to avoid eating Soviet
beet"Watkinson reportedly
uation we are very close to the tneat or drinking Russian milk
said yesterday he believed the So- ;
which might be contaminated.
Freneh."
viets were testing nuclear weapons
because they are behind the, United
States in developing them.
In reply to a question during a
debate in the House of Common.s,
WatkitIS011 VMS reported to have
said:
But I digress. I u -s interviewing it Ito ely coed named
’If one has to make a guess as
Gerund McKeever. "Gerund," S ’old, "were you ruslail hy a
tI, why the Russians have carried
sorority?"
through these series of these. I
"Yes, mister," she said, "I was rushed liy a stingily."
think the best guess is that they
"Did they give you a high-pressure pitch’!.. I asked. "Did
have realized that they are behind
they rise the laird sell?"
the Americans in developing nuNit, mister," she replied. "It was all (lithe will’ ituiet dignity.
(leal wearnins.’
They simply talked to tile al out the chapter and the girl- for

SAN FRANI’1,-.(/
.111,
State Civil Defense Director Alan,
Jonas said yesterday a fallout ,
helter plan for the states should
he paid for entirely by the federal government.
Jonas, testifying before the opening session of a state senate fact finding istmmit tee, surd fallout
shelters for California would cost
$1 billion, or about $50 to rn per
person.
The estimate was based on community shelters built on nubile
moperty such as school grounds.
Concrete buildings now in exist- ,
ence in metropolitan areas could
shelter only about 15 per rent of
California’s population, he said, beeause of the state’s rapid growth
of suburban communities.
The public, he continued, is not
apathetic to fallout shelter programs but "needs leadership."
limas suggested that the state,
through Its utilities; rommtssiett.
make mandatory the installttliri
of warning devices in homes, that
eeuld be hooked up through an
electrical outlet.
The state’s part in development
of a shelter program would be in
organization rather than funds, he
said, with civil defense leaders
working under the direction of thy
federal government and with feeeral menet:

Grewe Asks
Berlin Wall
291b. Destruction

SAT.. OCT. 25th - 28th

12th and Santa Clara

Says Jonas

Leads Albania
Party Fight

’Veitnesday, October Y.S. 1961
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RUMNESS PANCINNT
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Third & Sao Fernando

aliout thins. minutes and then I likeliest"
is not very Ii tig Ws
"My goodness!" I said. "ninst
a etiles talk!"
It IT, Mien they are Wilding you tinder a liter, mister,"
said I lertual.
Well. Gerund," I said. "how do poll like the house" I like the house fine. mister," ,ht, replitsl. ’’But I don’t live
there Unfortunately, they pledged noire girls theit ’they lime
raw!, ler, ,,C1 they are sleeping mime if u- iti the hell Omer."
1,4C1 that rather inii.y?" I Said.
’lady NI the quarter-hour,- said lenind.
’ Well, I lertual," 1 mid. "it lins certaitily tfen a pleasure bilk leg to yOli, I said.
"Likeuise. mister." she sait1, slid with ,auaitO ii IMO& and Airier
wo-tit our separate says --slit’ tat the ratupunile, I to th
ie, NET Nualsem
Nlorris (hair.
The Philip !If
C pang makes, in addition to Marlboro,
flit new
king-size Phil,p Morris Commander
lutlre tobacco, gently toe 1111 rte Hearted by a Heil prosess Its
assure von (he finest in smoking pleasure.

is
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BEAR -49er ACTION

Cal Poly Remembered:
Bowl Tilt To Aid Victims

It I $300.000 to help the survivors and
SAN FRANCISCO tUPI I
was just- a year ago Oct. 29, that ; pay off some of the costs of the!
a plane carrying a band of Cal tragedy-costs that still hang and
Poly football players crashed in are mounting every day. The list
the Midwest. killing 17 and maim- is tremendous:
- One gridder still is taking;
ing many others for life.
It was one of the worst sportsi treatments, has 3 $28,000 hospital
disasters in history and today the bill - and sees nothing bright for
survivors in San Luis Obispo., the future.
---Funeral expenses for the 17
Calif.. the home of the small
school. still are in trouble.
men still haven’t been paid.
One football player left a
The result Is that there’ll be
a Mercy Bowl grid game played wife and four children, all under
in Los Angeles Nov. 23, between six years of age.
Bowling tireets and. probably
-Two, players still are under
Fresno state.
medical care and probably will
The promoters hope to raise be for the rest of their 115 es.

’Shotgun Can Still Do Job’--Hickey;
’Bear Defense Showed Us Nothing’
CHICAGO tUPli - Coach Red
Hickey maintained yesterday that
the San Francisco Forty Niners’
shotgun offense can get the job,
done- providing the team can
perform such fundamentals as
blocking, tackling and pass-catching,
The Chicago Bears humbled
the Prospectors by a lop-sided
31-0 count Sunday and many
wondered if it marked the beginning of the end for Hickey’s
controversial offensive pattern.
In particular. the Bears were
praised for throwing up the fi e liar Free

Is as

two defense employed against
wing-type offenses in the long ago
days before the T.
But Hickey said that "the Bear
defense showed us nothing we
hadn’t worked on.
"The main thing is they executed the defense better than anyone else. They took us on and
at us.
Hickey maintained that If "we
had been hitting our passes. it
would have been like our Last
three games 49-0, 35-0, 33-24
wins for San Francisco."
-

ear as 1 our l’Itaanc"

If you’re planning a trip, check
t nese features of our travel service:
a
a
a

FREE Delivery of Tickets
24-Hour Service .
Student Travel Information

Elgato 4-2763

56 N. Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos, Calif.
A NdreWla 4-4300
ESENINDS

Travel Advisors of Los Gatos
UNCLE JOHN

I
ON
NOW, AUNT $01/YA_,__HE
ONLY WANTS it -fREAT
ER 10 INTUIT PANCAXES!

E/AAN HOW ABOUT 15OL3IPS
A At.TE-NUTr
EAVEN-*
(4/6/4)
\s1

&F. UM DATES HAVING DATE -MIT PANCAKES-ONef 1 OF r3 VARIETIES AT

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
1415 SOUTH, FIRST ST., SAN JOSE
FARMER’S MARKET, SAN MATEO
1201 EL CAMINO REAL, MILLBRAE
1618 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA
.mummentsvczmnizursizesk

And so it goes on through the,
list.
The airline that was carrying’
the tam to its day of doom went
bankrupt, and the insurance company found a loophole on this
basis that it did not have to pay
off. Not a nickel’s worth of insurance ever was collected.
The college did have an NCAA
insurance policy, but this paid off
only at the rate of about $5,000 A
person which was chicken feed
for any destitute wife to try to
bring up children on.
About $60,000 came In last
fall after the crash on the pleas
of news media. But the backers
of the Mercy Bowl game say
that at least 9300,000 more is
needed.
Ticket sales opened last week
and the first week found $20,(Ssi
, in the till. But they’ll have to do
better than that.
I It’s strictly a nonprofit, simonpure game. All the players participating in the game will pay to
get in. So will officials, sports
writers, publicity men, ushers and
I all others. The Coliseum is donating its facilities.
Roy Easley, a Los Angeles
, state football player who happens to he student body president, is working out a deal asking every college football player
in the country to buy a ticket.
The National Football league already has donated $7.500. Many
pro teams are purchasing tickets.
But more and more is needed.
The hope is that enough money
can be collected to provide trust
funds for the 11 surviving children of the eight married men
who died in the crash.
So if you know anyone who
wants a ticket to the Mercy Bowl,
please have them forward the
money to: Mercy Bowl Football
las.sic, Box 800, Los Angeles
State College. Los Angeles 32,
calif. Tickets are $3 each

follossed by Ohio State, Georgia
Mil and Louisiana State, Notre
Dante skidded to ninth place
after its 17-7 loss to Michigan
State while Colorado dropped
one notch to 10th plaice.
Michigan, which dropped out of
the top 10 after bowing to the
Spartans, 28-0, two weeks ago,
headed the second 10 group. The
Wolverines were followed in order
by Missouri, Minnesota, Utah
State, Maryland and Rice, There
was a three-way tie among UCLA.
Wyoming and Clemson for the
No. 17 spot, with Purdue 20th.
The United Press International
college football ratings first -place
votes and won-lost records in parentheses:
Team
Points
Michigan St. (20) 14-01
315
2. Mississippi (8) (5.0)
280
3. Texas (4) (5-0)
279
4. Alabama (3) (6-0)
246
S. low. (4-0)
215
6. Ohio State (3-0-1)
147
7. Georgia Tech (4-1)
102
IL Louisiana State (4-1)
110
76
(3-I)
do (4-0)
73
Second 10 teams-II, Michigan, 35.
IL Missouri, 23; 13, Minnesota, 10; 14,
Utah State, 13: IS, Maryland. 6; la.
Rte., 4; 17 (he), UCLA, Wyoming and
Clinton. 3 each; 20, Purdue, 2,
OffenOthers-Washington and Penn Stab
i CI’ I
DALLAS. ’La’,
sive balance coupled with the 1 each.
stingiest defense in the field
showed statistically Monday why
the San Diego Chargers are running unchecked in the American
Football league.
The Chargers’ passing game
broke down due to injuries to
Ken Venturi, former Spartan
quarterback Jack Kemp in last
Sunday’s game against Oakland, golf star and the second leading
but the rushing attack proved money winner in professional golf
equal to picking up the slack and last year, will bring his clinic and
San Diego won its seventh con- professional golfing exhibition to
the San Jose Country club Sunsecutive victory without a loss.
The Chargers, who had been day at 1 p.m.
Venturi and Eli Bariteau, anothaveraging 202 yards per game
through the air to 136.7 on the er professional and former S.IS
ground, reversed that order golf star will face Jerry Barber,
against the Raiders and gained diminutive pro, and San Jose
218 rushing to 118 passing. Mean- State’s current Northern Califorwhile, the Chargers defense nia Amateur champion, John Lotz,
choked Oakland’s running game in an 18-hole exhibition beginning
to a net two yards and its passing at 1:30 p.m.
All proceeds will go to the San
to 56 yards.
Defensively, the Chargers have Jose State Golf Alumni, sponsor
allowed only 126.4 yards per game of the tournament, which is compassing and 217.4 per game total posed of former SJS golfers dedioffense----the best figures in the cated to helping the college golfleague in both cases.
ing program.

NEW YORK IUPIt--Michigan
State. using successive victories
over Michigan and Notre Dame
as a step ladder, yesterday reached
the top rung in the United Press
International major college football ratings.
The powerful Spartans garnered 20 fled place votes and
313 points in the weekly- balloting of the 33 coaches who make
up the UPI rating board.
Mississippi, ranked No. 1 in the
nation for the last two weeks,
barely edged Texas for second
place. 280 points to 279. Ole Miss
picked up only eight first place
votes this week compared to 17
last week. Texas was the top
choice of four coaches.
The remaining three first -place
votes went to Alabama, which retained its hold on fourth place
with 246 points.
Iowa replaced Notre Dante as
the fifth -ranked team and was

-AO
HARD TACKLE-Roosevelt Taylor (24) of the Chicago Bears
is hi+ hard by Bill Cooper of the San Francisco 49ers after a
kick-off return of 12 yards. The Bears solved the famed "shotgun- offense of the 49ers in romping to a 31-0 win at Chicago.
San Francisco had won three games in a row with the offense.

Few Appreciate Work
Jerry Vroom Performs
By MIKE TANZEK
Almost all of the students at
San Jose State enjoy the varied
athletic events here, but very few
people know anything about the
personnel who organize them and
make them run so smoothly. One
of these staff members is Jerry
Vroom.
Vroom, who its the assistant
athletic director, has been at
San Jose State 13 years, the
last seven in his current capacity.
Being assistant athletic director

Hard To Discern
Hoopsters From
Harriers Now
At this time of the fall, it is
difficult to tell the Spartan cross
,-,,untry team fsorn the school’:
:sasketball squad.
Coaches Stu Inman and Danny
;lines have their 16 cage hope!tils racing up and down the stairs
,f Spartan stadium in preparation for the 1961-62 opener against
Chico state, Dec. 1.
Inman is openly optimistic
.hout the quality of his team but
:a quick to add that San Jose’s
,xpected improvement may not
Ise so evident in the win -loss
,olumns.
"This is the most balanced
league in the history of the West
coast Athletic Conference." Inman commented. "I would rate
;mita Clara and Loyola as the
favorites with the rest of us
--ight behind."

Michigan State Named
Nation’s Best Team

Second, he must purchase all of
the equipment that our various
teams use. This means bidding on
hundreds of items and then
gathering a list of players specifications to submit to the company with the best offer. In effect,
Vroom is partially responsible for
the success of the teams because
he makes sure that SJS athletes
have only the best, properly fitted
equipment.
Vroom also makes all of the
travelling arrangements for all
of the teams. He is the one who
charters the Wrist:uses, gets busses when needed, and makes
reservations at the places in the
towns in which our teams play.

Offense, Defense
Paces Chargers
To Top of NFL

’4Otle:apam.

Former Spartan
Ken Venturi
Here Sunday

With all of huge responsibilities facing him, Vroom also finds
rime to travel with the football
ream and budget the team money.
le is also the coach of the SJS
lf learn.
Working with Bob Bronzan, the
athletic director. Vroom assists
with the general supervision of
tse entire athletic and P.E. pro-rams at San Jose State.

JERRY VROOM
. . . big job
is not a simple job. First of all.
Vroom has the responsibility of
authorizing all athletic expenditures. This involves working from
a budget and figuring out how
much each team needs in order to
produce a top squad.
- -

Living in San Jose with his
wife and four children, he says
that he likes to go home and just
relax at the end of the day.
When does he have time to
relax?
BIDING LATINS
NEW YORK (UPI/ -- Jockeys
Braulio Baeza and Heliodoro Gus tines, two of the exciting newcomers to the North America,
racing scene, were both born aria
raised in Panama City, Panama

Power from below
As
atERCE CANYON RFOSERS
SANDSTONES -SHALES
291 FT.

RUSTLER FORMATION
ANHYDRITE CLAYSTONES

The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory is working in the areas
of Nuclear Propulsion, Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions, Nuclear Explosives for
Industry and Defense, Space
Physics, and other advanced
problems in Nuclear Physics
and Engineering.

649 FT.

ON NOVEMBER 8
Laboratory staff members will
be on Campus to interview outstanding students in the Physical Sciences and Engineering.

Whatmakes Artcarved Diamonds the
favorite of America’s College Queens?
Actually there are many reasons. Artearved diamond ring
must meet traditionally high standards for color, cut, clarity
and carat weight. Their awardwinning styles are a delight
to the eye. And, they take all of the guesswork out of buying
a diamond. Every Artcarved ring carries a written guarantee
for quality and permanent value that’s recognized and r,
veiled by fine jewelers from coast to coast. We think you’ll
agree with America’s lovely College Queens.
Stop in at your jeweler and he sure to see all the exquisitc
Artcarved diamond rings -the rings you buy with confidenr,
and wear with pride.
NATIONALLY AOVERTiSEO IN
LEADING MAGAZINES

AMERICA’S

rtcarvedm
DIAMOND AND WEDDING RING

SECTION THROUGH
GNOME EVENT

Call your placement office
for an appointment

LAWRENCE RADIATION
LABORATORY
An artist’s conception of Project Gnome, a step toward providing power and isotopes from underground thermonuclear detonations. This area of endeavor is part of Project Plowshare, initiated at
the Lawrence Radiation Latxmatory of the University of California Other Plowshare projects under
study include the excavation of an experimental harbor in Alaska, production of oil front tar sands,
control of gtoundwaters, mining applications, and other novel ideas using the energy of nuthair

explosives.

of the University of California

tei

J. R. Wood & Sons, Inc., Dept. CC-21
216 E. 45t5 St., New York 1, N.Y.
Please tend me mar, farts shout diamond rings in,1
"Wedding Guide or Heade and Groom." Alm err,
of nearest (r lininetnwn1 Aeirarved Jeweler. I am
enclosing 10e In co", handling anal posse.

Name
Addrp,

Berkeley and Livermore,California
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SJS Apathy Hit,
X -Country Spurned

tia rd
Ito,,
N14.11 ride,
end
(’hunk Elder and lialfbark Walt
Kobe lin. so iii take the field first
for San JI.ove Whi11 11411011 twOtt% Saturday. Elder and Roberts are the %opt
Elder
gon, his
season.
Clifton’s
and will
fense.

tit LEVINE

Spartan Booters
Face Cal Aggies;
Last Night Game

SAVE MONEY!!
On GAS and OIL
SAHARA OIL CO.
Cisonil and William

Athlete of the Week
DIETMAR DEMETER
Soccer ace Dietmar Demeter, our
choice as the FOREMOST Player
of the Week, led the Spartans to a
9.0 victory over the Menlo Oaks
last Friday night by scoring three
goals. Demeter, who fills the Center Forward position for SJS, is a
junior hailing from Los Gatos, Cali-

had started against Orefirst starting role of the
Roberts will take Phil
place in the starting unit,
play both oftense and de-

Titchenal was preparing yesterday to inject some new plays in

OSCAR DONAHUE gets set to grab a pass in a Spartan practice session. Donahue will see plenty of action against the
Washington State Cougars this Saturday at Spokane, Wash,
The 23 -year-old 200-pounder, in his third year on the Spartan
varsity, is a physical education major from San Francisco.

With their 12-6 win over Moulder hall’s Mouldymen, coupled with
the Untouchables 12-6 victory over
1.ad Manor. the Cal -Hawaiians
today stand alone on the top rung
of the A leagtte intramural football standings.

Members of WRA
Begin Preparation
For Sports Event
Nleintiers of the
rrilerCs !WereWian
at ion association of S
Jose State
will be practicing various sports
during the following weeks in
preparation for the Bay Area
Sports day Nov. 18 at Stanford
it] iversity,

the sputtering Spartan offense. iny, lor Oregon to stop subst it ill
With only 12 points scored in the I ing at the start of the fourth
last two games, San Jose State quarter when the referee slapp...1
will have to come up with some- tile locals c.itit the penalty.
thing new against the Cougais.
"Our gusts were just standing
Washington State Coach Jim
there waiting for word from the
Sutherland has stated that his
ofiltials to go ahead and pito.
team is "pretty well set defensiveInstead,
of them walked up
ly to meet San Jose’s passing utand is milked us five yards. Ile
t ark."
hadn’t i’s,-,. itidivated that the
The ll’ougars were defeated
fourth quarter sta Mend to
31-7 by Indiana bast H erk.- out
drift," he told the userting.
Sutherland said he wan considTaGkle Jim Cathie, injured in
ering a few lineup changes after
j t ht. SI:111 I Pl d game and who did
viewing films of the KkUlle.
not make the trip to Oregon, is
Titchenal bemoaned ltd. fact w.irktrir
t this week and will
that the Spartan offense has not
,4/111e
Sato],
Is-en able to move. "We just can’t
seem to keep the ball long enough.
W:,,hington State employs som,
We manage to get a drive going,
WPil ti blocking patterns that at.
and then we lose the ball," he said.
difficult to understand when vir
The big threat in the Washing.
mug
he Washington State-Utah
ton State offense is the quarterState game.
back Mel Melin to end Hugh
bell
’Camp
pass cumbillatins
The Spartan
coaching
staff
..iewed films of the Utah State.
Washington State game yesterday, and Campbell looked territie
with some elusive running follov,mg pass completions.
At the Northern t’alifornitt

WE’RE
LOOKING
FOR
YOU!

"dim"
meeti ng

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos

Flattops

Ivy League Crewcuts

BARBER SHOP

PROJECTS OF THE BELL SYSTEM

Mary Ann’s Maulers, the Leftand the Untouchables remained in a first -place tie in the
It league. Mary Ann’s trounced
the Air Force ROTC 27-0 behind
the efforts of Carl Renner, Chuck
Martin, and Phil Entl,

The Independent league standings:

Delicious ...
FOREMOST
Ice Cream

A LEAGUE
W
Team
4
Cal. Hawaiians
3
Untouchables
3
Lad Manor
2
Mouldyrnen
2
AID
2
Allen Hall No. I
2
Newman N;tes
Army ROTC
Pink Tubber,
1
Wilson’s
B LEAGUE
Mary Ann’s
Leftovers

4
4

L
0
0
1
1
2
2
2

I
I
I

range from the reaches of space

Unretouched time esooeure show. Echo i communications Satellite fleng
crossing the neauens right to (nit Shorter iirg, 2IP stars -in motion "

5.

43

0
0

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED

PAPERBACKS
What a Selection . . . Over

5000

Paperbound Titles
150 New Titles

GREAT CLASSICS
BEST SELLERS
FAMOUS MOVIES
Other Supplies tnciuchng

t-.

8x10 CARDS
for Nature Study Class
Ideal for Mounting

ROBERTS BOOK CO.
1111

_,.

Ramps evened
The Fount am
their record by smashing the
Mighty Mites 32-0,

fornia. Best of luck for a successful
season Dietmar from . . . FOREMOST!

j4Rra

sas

Writers’
a"".11811"
on Mondas
in Sam
Fr""eise"’ "tette"’ stunted to
know whs a rough couldn’t put
the "rap" oil an official when
the fans do the same to the
coach on occasion.
1
Ile was referring to a delay 01
The SJS association is sending th
e game penalty called on the
women to participate in six sports:
Slau-tans against Oregon which
volleyball, swimming, hockey, ten- ..,
killed us." in Titchenal’s words.
nis, modern dance and archery.j1
fie explained that San JOSE. !I
4
0
Independents
C Y 4 28 u
,
Advisers for spoils to be played’ the middle of a drive, was wa
Fountain Ramps
a
at
the
event
are
Miss
Betty
TrotMighty Mites
1
2
ter. assistant professor of phys:,
Allen Hall No. 2
1
Markham Maulers
education, volleyball: Miss I.
I
3
AFROTC
4
O
K Pilger, assistant professor
Rowena’s
O
4
educat ion.
SWiM111.’
I hysical
\)
\) I RINI.
Miss Leta Walter, associate
FINE RECORD
, lessor of physical education, h.318 S. TENTH STREET
and Miss Helen White,
CLEVELAND
1
ACROSS FROM ALLEN HALL
in physical education. ti’ :
Cleveland Browns ha\ e failedTht:Y
e;
t
i
rilli)A
Serving as adviser for the r
finish first only four times in ’
ern dance team is Miss Marc.,
either the All -America Confer- I Lawler, instructor in physical
ence or the National Football Cation, Mrs. Mary Gilbert,
League of the 15 years Paul structor in physical education,
Phone CY 3-9955
Brown has served as head coach. adviser to the archery team.
.......

al-HawaiiansWinAgain,
A
I Alone in First Place

All), one-time, league leaders
before being set back because of
a violation of the eligibility ruling,
downed last place Wilson’s 27-7.
The Pink ’rubbers forfeited to the
Army ROTC, giving the soldiers
their first win and the Pink Tubbars their fourth consecutive loss.
Undefeated with a 3-0 record However, the Pink Tubbers were
the SJS froth downed Woodside also affected by Hite same rule
Priory last week 4-0. Scoring violations as was AID.
goals were: John Olsen, Kenneth
For the Untouchables, Larry
1 Mayhew, Tom Doak, and Charlie
Pedrodelasol intercepted a Lad
slated
Jacobs. A return match is
Manor pass and returned it 20
trd* Thurs.’
.irtls for the TD. Gary Cummings
passed to Pedrodelasol for the oth.1. touchdown. Bob Taylor tallied
a 10-yard run for Lad Manor.

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE

4.1

SJS Coach Bob Titehenal yesterday promoted three gridders,
including two sophoniores. to first
string stains in preparation for
Saturday’s clash with the Washington State Cougars at Spokane.
Wasit.

tqAe_f__Rece tion

times in the national championIs
ships, winning twice, and placin
around the
remarks
Common
twice.
SJS’ historic
Neaps following
This.Thursday, Oct. 26, froslt
win over California, squad takes on the Stanford fresliToss country
"So
were:
USC
men and the Northern California
Stanford, and
writer of the high school All -Stars at Stanford.
what? The stupid
This Friday, Oct. 27, the Spartans
otele got the scores all upside
meet San Franciseo State at SF’.
Wm"
5.174
the
The Importance of
get lust In the
win seemed to
beetk football weekend.
SJS win w,
To track fans the
hot],
tamething to get up and
San Jose Stat.
thola. "Lit I le"
iri.
lot the mighty west coast
scored a pei
tree. Tht Spartans;
Stanford, rate, I
kt mark against
FMishing off the San JOAO St a 1
*finest team on the west coast.
historic night soccer matches I,,,
This year’s cross country squad
Cross coun- this season will be Friday night’.
O loaded with spirit.
Oct. 27, match against the Cali
try squad members practice every
fornia Aggies at 8 p.m. in Spa:
seekend on their own, run 10-16
tan stadium.
tales a day, and have a winning
lnitude.
The Val Aggie team is loaded
with Smith American talent.
It Is unfortunate that the
Ti.,’ three Eseartio brothers, EnSpartan fans can not share the
rique, Hector, and Itatilawl, are
,ealie spirit or eseitement of
the team leaders and Moister
Irosn isiintry as the team memthe Aggie forward wall.
Arm.
1 In cross country the team that
Going into the match with a
ties the lowest score wins the 4-2 record the Spartans will be
of
variety
teh. There are a
facing an admirable foe in the
ross mutiny courses and all vary Aggies. The Spartans have dedistance and appearance. Some feated Stanford, Santa Clara and
sees are hilly and others flat. Menlo. The two losses came at the
Cross country coach Dean Mil- hands of San Francisco City colhe has never lost a meet in 11 lege and Stanford.
ears whiM coaching at four high
Only a 2-1 loss to [’sr mars
ghouls. He entered his teams four
the Aggie record.
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Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 25 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnify Exchange.
"Married men in this aq bracket
are generally paying excessive
premiums for the degree of risk
involved," says George N. Comp.
bell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We believe that a married man
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to rides
for mature drivers."
For example: A married men, ego
22 with Bodily injury Liability
$10/20,000, Property Damage
$5,000 and Medical $500 pays
about $157 year with most insurance companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $110 less $16 dividend, or
a net of $64 (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
about $93 with the Exchange. (Other
ges with
comparable is.ings).
Campbell declared that even usmarried men and women with
good driving records may save
over 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
to George M. Campbell, 566
Maple Ave., Sunnyvale: REglent 9.
1741 (day & nits).

Actual undei ,ea

to the depths of the sea
Our job is providing communications
of all kinds, wherever neededwhether
in the northern snows to flash word of
possible enemy missile attack, or in your
home or college, or in -serving the
nation’s business.
When we can’t fill a need off the shelf,
then we start fresh and create the answer
to the problem. We’ve done that hundreds of times.
We began transatlantic radiotelephone
service in 1927. Then we developed the

,e,r-

,ab Off i131111 of Flonda,

world’s first undersea telephone cables
to speed calls between continents.

transmit mountains of data at extremely
high speeds.

We handled the world’s first telephone
conversation via satellite. And we have
started development of an important
world-wide communications system employing satellites.

Arid so it goesLong Distance service,
Direct Distance Dialing, the Transistor,
the Solar Batterya succession of firsts
which goes back to the invention of the
telephone itself.

When industry and government needed
a way of gathering huge amounts of
coded information from distant points,
we were ready with our vast telephone
network and DataPhone, which can

Universal communicationsthe finest,
most dependable anywhereare what we
deliver. Inside: for home, office, or plant.
Outside: on land, under the sea, through
the air.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

IISPARTAN

Wednesday, October 25, 1961

DAILY

Nov. 1 Release Date Scheduled
For SJS Feature Magazine

Communist Source Information
On Hoover Institute Microfilm
Miciofilm copies of source materials issued by the Chinese Communist party and the Kiangsi So.
let government from 1931 to 1934
have been obtained by the Hoover
Institute of Stanford
The documents,

university.

all written in

Chinese, are available at the in-

%.

manuals, indoctrination material., and handbills issued by provincial!
resolutions of the Politburo and and local Communist committees ,
the Central committee pamphlets
in Kiangsi.
The

UC Requirements
Follow State Plan

Hoover

institute

public

largest collection o

BERKELEY i UPI/ -- The University of California has tightened
enrollment requirements for stucourses. according to Eugene Wu,
dents who enter from other colmanager of the institution’s Chi- leges as part of a state master
nese collection. This includes stu- plan to deal with California’s burdents and teachers of Chinese at geoning population.
The Academic Senate said beSan Jose State.
ginning next fall a student whose
The microfilms are copies of the
high school grades were not good
pet sonal collection of Chen Cheng, enough to enable him to enter UC
vice president of the Republic of directly must attend another college for two years before studyChina.
Issued by the Chinese Soviet Re- ing at the university.

"This year Lyke has taken its
place among the leaders of college

obtained

was in Formosa.
now

has

Chinese Com-

stitute as a courtesy service to all

munist periodicals of the nation’s
colleges and univetsities.
Students and teachers may use
the microfilm copies at the Hoover institute, according to Wu.
Duplicates of the 21 reels may
be purchased at $300 a set. Twelve
copies have already been sold.
mostly to college and university
libraries. The university of California branches at Berkeley and
Los Angeles bought copies of the
microfilms, according to Wu.

Spartaguide

party directives, and internal and
intra-party documents.
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Dr. Zidnak, Dr. Roark To Represent
SJS at State Business Conference
business prutess.rrs

ASB Posts Open

hory. Neuman added.

I
,
I

Coeds To Establish
Honorary Sorority
On SJS
us

Lamo,
,pmaC
.

Spartan Reports lower division honorary
fm the SJS campus,
Stolen Equipment cussed at a recent meet,L.
ci

-1

ARRIVING IN NEWARK, N.J., former President Eisenhower is
welcomed by James Mitchell (left), Ike’s former Secretary of
Labor, who is running for governor of New Jersey. Ike spent day
campaigning through the state for Mitchell.

dent performances, Concert hall.
The collection includes copies of TODAY
ii
WIll
(’n-Bee. special femme: "The 11:30 a.m.
reports,
organization
Caravans" combo, Women’s gymClassic film. "Romeo and Juliet," represent the SJS business divinasium, 7:30 p.m.
T1155, 3:30 p.m.; Conceit hall. sion at the fall California ConferCollege play. "Dark of the 7 p.m.
ence of Schools of Business AdMoon." College Theater, 8:15 p.m.
Wonien’s Recreation assn., horse- ministrators at the University of
Lecture, Dr. Peter Koestenhaum, back riding. 3:30 p.m.: tennis, 4 Southern California, Los Angeles.
Editor’s note: Applications for the
associate professor of philosophy, p.m.: badminton, room 23, 7 p.m.;
Dr. Pete Zidnak, associate probelow listed positions are now open.
Forms may be picked up in the Col- "Existentialism And Science: A all events take place in Women’s fessor of business and assistant to
lege Union, 315 S. Ninth it. All ap- New Dimension in the Theory of gymnasium.
the dean of the business division,
plicants must sign up for an intrview,
Man," Concert hall, 11:30 am.
Homecoming Q sir e n Fashion and Dr. Donald Roark, pmfessoi
according to Barney Goldstein, ASP
Sophomore clean, meeting. S164, show, Morris Dailey auditorium. of business and head of the acpersonnel officer. Applications must
7 p.m.
be returned to Goldstein no later than 4:30 p.m.
counting department, will attend
12 noon the day of the interview. If
Occupational Therapy club,
College play, "Dark of the the 1 -day conference.
there are any conflicts in time, please meeting, H301, 7:30 p.m.
Moon," College Theater. 8:15 p.m. I
Each
year
the
organization
contact the per
I officer in the
American Society of Civil EnCollege Union.
gineers, meeting. E118. 8 pin.
Organizational meeting of’ all
SPARTAN PROGRAMS, plans
campus groups, ’FIT55. 7 p.m.
and coordinates programs in fields
society for the Advancement of
of art, music, drama, dance. Meta- Management, initiation dinner, Halure and world affairs. Interviews: waiian Gaidens, 6:30 p.m.
Social Affairs committee, MeetThursday and Friday.
ing. A139, 3:30 p.m.
ORIENTATION COMMITTEE,
Newman club, cookout, Alum
plans and coordinates activities for Rock park, 4-8 p.m.; social to foh
new students. Interviews: Thurs- low in Newman hall, 79 S. Fifth
at., S-11 p.m.
day and Friday.
Book talk, Dr. William C;
REVELRIES BOARD, produces. Sweeney, dean of education, "Th,
writes, directs, acts and staffs an Schools" by Martin P. Mayer
cafeteria rooms A and B,
all - student show. Interviews:
’p.m.
chairman only, Friday.
Women’s Recreation alien., archLIBRARY COMMITTEE, ad- ery, 4:15’ p.m.: orchesis, room
vises on library policies necessary 7 p.m.: women’s swimming, 7 p.m..
all events take place in the Womto mcct the changing needs of the
en’s gymnasium.
college. Interviews: Tuesday.
Water Polo, San Francisco state
PUBLICATIONS at San Francisco, freshman, 3:30
STUDENT
p.m.; varsity, 4:30 p.m.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE, proposes policy on student publica- TOMORROW
Thursday Forum, informal distion.s and recommends action. Incussion led by Dr. William F
terviews: Tuesday.
Stanton, associate professor of
COLLEGE LIFE COMMITTEE, economics. "Economic Necessit,
and Disarmament," Roger
deliberates upon problems involvhams house, 156 S. 10th St., 1231,
in..; student activities in and out of p.m.
class and on and off campus. InAIEE-IRE, officer and committee meeting. E101, 12:30 p.m.
terviews: Nov. 2.
Wonky Foundation, encounter
SPARTAN SHOPS BOARD groups, First Methodist church.
INC.. formulates policy governing Fifth and San Carlos sts., 3:3t,
tlw Spartan nooksiore and cafe- and 7:30 p.m.
Survey of Music Literature, stuteria. Interviews: Nov.
campaign

relations

Neuman,

Alpha

public during the early 1930’s, the
documents are primarily policies,

Bob

is no mented.
mater,,comeditorial
its circulation
4500, and"Its
fiction, interviews, and photography rank behind none."
Lyke delves into every aspect
of the college scene at San Jose
State witli feature interviews with
many public figures and campus

the

students and teachers of Chinese

:

I
Fiction and cartoon
hum,
will help make this is -cathe most divetsified in I .

scene Nov. 1.

magazines,"

inatitution

liersonalit

Lyke magazine will arrive on the

the collection last year when Wu
The

-

ii

pers. and car payments around the so Ill be complemented I.
corner, relief for the troubled stu- tonal coverage of the .1
dent’s mind is only a week away. the world of the bea111,;,11

protocol conf runtpi. ks
ing business schools. The place
of elementary accounting in the
business curriculum, this year’s
problem, will he introduced by Dr.
Roark. He will speak on the subject "Is Accounting Education
Unique?"
The S.TS business division will
fly the two professors to the 1 day conference.
The organization is composed of
deans or heads of all public and
private business schools in California.

Skincliving equipment valued at
$35 was reported stolen from Edward Fuller. 507 N. Third st., yesterday in the Men’s gym locker
morn.
Fuller told SJS campus police
he left, the equipment on a bench
returned
at 10:30 a.m..; when
at 11 am. the articles were missing. Equipment was a Swimrnaster
face mask, fins and a snorkel.
- -

he

CWC, St. Mary’s Hold
Mixer Dance at Center
Dick Walton, a forme’ niember
of the Four Preps and presently a
senior at St. Mary’s college, sang
for a recent mixer dance at the
Catholic Women’s center.
The dance was held in conjunction with St. Mary’s college.

Carolyn

Brown.

conuntte
i
chairman,
national constitution in
the local constitution ;MO
requirements for nierel,,,-,111,
Eligibility requirement is
grade point average for the I -----man year. In establisher,: the np.
organization,

juniors and senie
who met the requirement in the:
junior year will partivitolt. a
honorary members. Fre,litain

Approval of a constitution
I election of officers will
I’Monday.

he he

Alpha Lamixla Delta
Miss Jo Ann Mai till,
st ructor.

LIJE YS

ART RUBIO’S

SUPER SHELL SERVICE
4th Et SAN FERNANDO
SAN JOSE

THURSDAY & FRIDAY ONLY

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25e a Roe first insertion
20c
line succeeding inserfeas
2 line minimum,

.

1

^1 appr. men’s boarthno house con, 7-0664. Larry Krieger.

MG-T1). ’52, 9d. cond. $695 or best
I offer. Call CV 3-3857 or sae at 283 E.
Reed.

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office-ROOM 16, Tower Hall, or
Sand in Handy Order Plank
with Check or Money Order.
Np Rhone Orders

lbestuls
2434Mo:son apt, for rant 370 So. S.- ";
10 per month.
NIL apt. for 1 or 2 male students. 1r
quire 657 S. 6th St. or call CV 5-5847

I male shnietti to share apt. 627.50 mr:
C.ar CV 7.9095.
Selling approv. men’s boarding hOu
-f, "4,- . I nsa,. er, :chool. 43 SO. 5111 St. Student to share 2ibdon. apt. MA 2
CV 3.9599. Don.
cote,. 871 Joanne, Apt. 6, just oi;
1949 Marc. R&H & OD. Excellent trans. W-I’av,s. 8,1nd new.
$135. CL 8-6371.
New Del Oro Apfs. 1566 Scott St., San
’61 Motorola por’able stereo. New Jose. Just min. by San Carlos St. bus ’Buena Vista. one block to eo’s
So.
after
3
-"d n Call CV 7-6537
About 10 min, by auto. Offer to
’53 Plym. Crenbrooli. R&H, good cond. group: of 4. One & 2 11.10.. elec. wto w
drapes. garb. dap., -.d$325. CY 5-3701.
warfs ege. rm. Details Mgr. Apt. 6.
’60 Ihipele. Poobow end Tr,power.
Treasereetele
C f 2-5421.
1.p,ece forguois beekrn. set, bras
ides ma’
sor St
,
ISS AN
4907

h, -

Rusbs style fable, 4 che;r1. G.E. yellow
5,,- et) 9.4807,
Original MG-TD, radio. $625.
CV 8.4543.

Riders to U C.S.11
. -

t

xerisrind
Phone 295.8026

Miscell
Wanted: Typing
Contact Mrs. Ile^
CV 7.5816.

t. - n.y bon,
’JO Garden Ava

Lest & Pseud

ViOlifl classical music w,th piano accomp.
LestSlisle role, bik. case on C
vci Never used. $10 co. CV 7.0324.
Needed. CV 1-7106.
’1110 Mere. business coupe, e,cellen$ cond.
Personals
Cl
MS.
hair
removal. A. L. Nero.. a
hn"
’62 Buick Win., blue & white, auto .. Reg. Electrologitt, 210 So, 1st, Rm, 422
ICI 44499.
2
5700 Al,
s

Cr 4990.

OCT. 26th & 27th

FREE

DEALER IN
SHELL PRODUCTS

FREE

4 -PIECE "OLD TIMER"
TUMBLER SET

ONE LB. HILLS BROS.

COFFEE

Given With
Purchase of
8 or More
Gallons of
SHELL
Gasoline

ti

be active m:7
hers of the organize

sophorriores will

GIVEN WITH PURCHASE OF
5 QUARTSorMore

SHELL X-100
MOTOR OIL
44t-e-eAreent

FREE COKES FOR ALL

We Give Blue Chip Stamps

.

